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1- Chapter

BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION TO; -THE U.S; CASE STUDY

ThiS report centers,arourid a case study of the crankshaft area of Ford N!iotor

Company'S Dearborn Erigine Plant. To help the reader appreciate the context in

Which the case study was initiated; designed; and conducted, this introductory chapter

Will begin With a discussion of the significant changes in the U.S. automotive industry

Which the authors consider to be relevant to technological' change and human resource

'..!..:.,,pment; This background discussion will be followed by adescri"-ian of the

preparatory activities. that led to the case study.

Background

Ove-r the past decade, a combination of factors has-created an atmosphere of_

change in the U.S. automotive industry and Ford Motor Company. Four factors have

beencentral: (I) the changed economic environment facing the industry, particularly
_

in terms of increased foreign competition' general economic recession, and slowed

growth in the market for new cars; (2) the emergence of a strong alternative

approach to the traditional corporate human resOurce development; (3) a generalized

pressure to increase labor productivity and product quality and to update product and

process technologies; and (4) the need to strike a balance between increased
.productivity and employment security for industrial employees (both blue and white

collar).

As much as the industry might like to respond quickly to all four faciors, there

are constraints on change. First, the auto companies and the principal auto worker

union, the United .-Automobile Workers (UAW),' have a king and stable relatioriship;
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which must itself be reevaluated as part of a change strategy; The collective

bargaining apparatus developed over the past four decades has proved a time-te_s_led

>mechanism for debating; amendingi anc adopting innovative approaches to labor-

management relations; yeti at least some of the problems being faced by the industry

cannot be effectively dealt with in the tradition of collective bargaining. For

example, many of the effbrts to reshape corporate human resource policy now in

their infancy were introduced in contract negotiations but have had to escape that

terrain in. order to avoid being hamStrung by adversarialism; Any plans to streamline

the organizational .structure of auto companies and those of'individual production

nave had to confront the complex syste of Seniority rights, job

classifications; and work ruleS accumulated Over the p-st forty years. Managers and

'and definitions to be obstacles to asome union representatives recognize the
i- ules

rapid response to changes in the economic environment; yet, seniority rights; in
.

particular, are seers by union memberS as ,Onecd.. ithe most important sources of

protection from arbitrary and/or diSCriminatory uses of power by management (see

Appendix E for a brief deScription of major aspects of this system as they relate to

Ford's Dearborn Engine Plant): Moreover; seniority protections have increased in

importance for many workers as a result of the' recent hiStory of economic recession;

record unemployment among .auto and other ifidtiSirial workers, and the highly

publicized media forecasts of increases in technology=related labor displacement in the

decade ahead;

Second; a legacy of past organizational practice and investments represents

another obstacle to change in the industry; White it would be an exaggeration to

argue that the industry'S economic success has led to its competitive and economic

undoing, there are many the industry willing to adrnit that the U.S. companies'

rather slow response to international competition revealed that complacency had
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spread during an era Of economic stability. This, complacency was and to a much

lesser extent continues to be; Manifested in a standard practice of top-down decision

making, unidirectional and highly restricted flows of communication, circumscribed

opportunities for technical and/or. organizational innovation at the middle-management

"level, and a segmented process for implementing new programs. The latter; in

particular, oftenc:,.left lower levels of the organization in the position of being the last

to know about new products, processes, or policies. If organizational practice

revealed itself to be encrusted with historical precedent Which stifled innovation, it

had a retarding effect on the behaviors of individual managers; Ii warned salaried

employees that the r31-11,, rid worth taking were either "sure bets" or ones which

could be shared by colleagues in case they went sour. For those not labeled

"promotable," an orientation-to-rules attitude sufficed in the place of risk-taking and

only added to the inflexibility of the organization.

Shocks to the systern==ecOnOrniC crisis, increased competition, and the need to

increase productivityhaVe nonetheless spurred a reevaluation of the foregoing

constraints and, as in the -cage of Ford Motor Company and the UAW) resulted in

efforts to move in -the direction of a more adaptable and productive system.

Evidence for theSe efforts can be found in the various programs and new practices

Which have captured public attention; including: (1) policy pronouncements from

corporate headquarters emphasizing a new philosophy of human relations, product

quality, and product development (see the accompanying Ford. Motor Company report

for detail); (2) the 1979 and 1982 contracts negotiated by Ford and,; the UAW opening

new ground for worker participatiOn in decision making, information sharing between

company and union, pilot programs of employment security for senior workers, and

the development of a .joint UAW-Ford National Development and Training Center,

among other programs; and (3) the highly visible launching of the process cf Employe
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Involvement;

More broadly viewed, these. efforts constitute a trenchant evaluation and

criticism of past practice _coupled with a williggness to "experiment" with new

Organizational practice. However; it should be understood that the experimentation to

which we refer differs from the classic scientific model: A few controlled

experiments (e;g;; pilot programs of guaranteed employment) haVe been explored; but

in the majority of instances consideration of theSe experiments has been scattered

very unevenly throughout the corporation; dep-dnciing on how individual plants choose

to respond to broad mandates from above. A relevant example can be found in the

Employe Involvement (EI) process. As described in a joint UAW-Ford publication, EI

"...is a process in which local Unions and local Managements 4ork together to jointly

create a work climate where ernployees can. achieve work satisfaction by directing

their ingenuity; imagination, and creativity toward improving their work and the

Overall work enviropment;" To date; the El 'process has been most visible in the

formation of cooperative problem-solving groups. Plant management in the company

has little choice about whether to establish EI in their facility; Where they do have,

some leeway is in the actual implementation of the EI process; e.g., what pace or

variations are necessary to adapt to local circumstances; Thus; while no explicit

theory of organizational change has emerged; 'there are definite plans of action.

The success of Ford's plan of action; like that of any Organization attempting-to

consciously alter itself, will ultimately depend On its capacity to do three things:

(1) generate data or information about what it is doing and to interpret that

information (2) to induce behavior among its personnel consistent with the plan and

(3) to institutionalize or routinize changes in behavior which produce results consistent

with the plan of action. The first aspect constitutes a problern of operationalizing

the theory and developing the capacity to generate and meaningfully interpret the

10
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results. The second and third,- by contrast, present problems Hof authoritY and

persuasionauthOrity to actually instigate the plan; and persuasion as a device_to

engender a Willingness among personnel ,to participate and, once begun, to continue

participating. These last two aspects are critical. Willingness to participate means

more than just "suspension of disbelief." Rather, it requires information, a line into

the system, as well as 'some proof that the results of the change plan are sufficiently -

positive or neutral so as not to inhibit continued participation.-- Participants in

organizational change efforts need to have the experiment explained to them and to

see positive results from their participation if they are to continue to participate;

These points are especially reletaant case of the automobile indEistry and

Ford Motor Company precisely because the intent is to create a more open and

responsible organization. Catch phrases like "more openness," "information sharing,"

and "trustbuilding" have been emphasized in the change process. Employe Involvement
-

has become something of a cornerstone in the Ford's public relations campaign to

change the image of past labor relationt practice. "Quality is Job I" has emphasized

the importance of improving product quality,a goal which requires better

communication betWeen hourly and salaried emP)oyees and within the salaried ranks.

One of the areas in which improved communication between workers and

management is. needed, and to which the new approach to better communications is

being put to test, is technological change. Many workers and union representatives

recognize the dilemma of the need to shore up the company's competitive position

with new technology and the specter of job displacement by new technology; Like

other automobile companies around the world, Ford Motor Company has been putting

increased emphatiS on automation and robotics; Truei automation is nothing new, for

it hat been a long=term trend in all industrial, countries, including the United States,

for almost forty years; It has profoundly changed the mode of production in both the

BEST COPY AVAtIAM
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office and the plant. However, until about five years ago the major use of

computers in plant production had been for process control--continuous and batch

processes for making chemicals and steel, for example. The impact of automation On

labor had been less obvious because these processes employed relatively few workers

originally and because the widespread implementation of computer process control

took place mainly during a period of economic expansion;

In recent years the growth in computer applications in the plant,. including

robotics, has shifted toward manufacturing; especially those manufacturing processes

whith are labor intensive, unpleasant, or unsafe. Moreover,, this shift has been

accompanied by economic stagnatiorb and incre4:stu foreign competition in the

manufactured goods market in the United States. The resulting high unemployment is

due to all of these confluent forces, making it difficult to rtisaggregate the relative

significance among the contributing factors. It has been pointed out that automation
$e

in manufacturing is necessary to keep US; industry competitive internationally. New

jobs are being created by they- emerging industries that. produce tar: hardware and

software for automati6n.-, Howeveri it is clear that the composition of the industrial

work force will be different in both total size and in the types of jobs .offered;

moreover, the share of jobs found in the manufacturing sector will continue to

decline in the coming decades.

AS it confronts a changed world market and pressures, to improve cos

competitiveness, the US; auto industry has encountered these problems directly. (Se

Appendix A for a more extensive discussion of recent research on the impacts of

technological change, in the 'auto industry on employment levels and patterns;) Even

though the practices o nternational outsourcing and plant relocation (outside the

U.S.) have been subjected to negotiation between company and union; the prospect of

capital mobility remains a; powerful and potentially negative influence on the process

12 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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of building cooperation. Le Ss dramatic than the loss of jobs to a foreign

manufacturer or :a relocated plant) outsourcing to firms with non-unionized workers in

the U.S. remains an option for the auto .companies and; as a result; a continuing

threat' to unionized workers.

These questions and fears are not limited to blue-collar; production employees.

Technological change and internationalization =portend reduction in the demand for

Supervisory employees (particularly as production is relocated or jobs eliminated ) and

changes in the skills required of other salaried personnel. In the latter case

particularly; the introduction of more extensive (and accessible) forms of information

processing and the computerization of many design and evalti:: could

render some Salaried personnel redundant. Others could be facedwith the challenge

of acquiring a new set of Skills.

The need to respond to foreign competition while achieving some balance

between technological change' and employment security will force industry and union

leaders to seriously consider new avenues in industrial relations and human resource

management; Whether the recent economic "hard times" of the auto industry will
le

actually lead to changes in practice remains, however; unclear; Auto company

executives have emphasized their receptiveness to new programs of human resource.

development by allocating substantial sums for upgraded technical and "human

relatione' training buto at the same time; Kaye suggested taking employment overseas

Whre thtt. e are trainable workers; if labor costs cannot be trimmed and productivity

increased. Union leaders have pledged their support for technological upgrading if

greater employment security can be achieved for the rank and file;. yet some are

privately skeptical that; despite industry pronouncements; the two are compatible.

If indeed some balance is to be achieved; a critical factor in the future of the

auto industry. and other basic manufacturing segments of the U.S. and European

BE COPY AVAILABLE 13
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economies will be the content of human resource development practice. Rather than

being a function whose domain is restricted to the administration of salaried

Or the supervision of collective bargaining agreements, human resource

deVelopment must expand its borders to the fields Of participative decision-making;

information-sharing; skill develppmerit, and leadership trai ing at all levels of the

enterprise; How such a reorganization will be accomplished and who or what

organizations (e.g., companies; unions; government, or educational institutions) will be

involved in the change process are the central questions which need to be addreSted.

Humari ReSoucz.;. mentandTethnolo ical Change: The OECD

In this climate of internationalization.,and rapid technological change; the

Organization for Econornic,.ooperation and DeVelopment (OECD) proposed a study of

the "Development and Utilization: of Humap Resources in the Context of

Technological Change and IndUStrial ReStructuring;" The project; according to the

proposal circulated by OECD's Center for Educational Research and Innovation (Paris,

10 May 1982), focuses on "the interface between the development and utilization of

human resources at the work place and public policies in the fields of education;

vocational training, and employment." The main Objectives are: (1) to analyze the

Ways in human resources are developed and utilized under different economic,

social; and cultUral conditions; (2) to understand the roles played by the different
f.

agents both in governments and in' enterprises; and (3) eventually to suggest

conclusions with respect to improving the development and utilization of human

resources in the years ahead;

Participants in the study are from fiVe major auto-producing nations: United

States; West Germany; Sweden; France, and 3,apan; One company was recruited from

each country; these include Ford (U.S.), Volkswagen (West Germany), Volvo (Sweden),

.
14
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Renault (France); and Toyota (Japan). Each company agreed to prepare a report on

their human resource policies relating to technological change and to cooperate with

a team of outside researchers by facilitating entry into a plantf that had recently

undergone major technological changes; Another part to this study is a compilation
-of national and regional (state) policies dealing with human resource development in

each country.

Contents__a__this__Report

This report summarizes the findings from the plant-level study; Ford Motor

Company volunteered to TrArtitiTiaU. .ind provided access to the Dearborn Engine Plaitt

(DEP) which was renovated between 1979 to 1981.i at a cost of nearly (US)$600

to prepare the -plant for production of a new Sour-cylinder engine. This was

one of the largest plant renovations in the history of Ford; and the new equipment

and machines represented a significant increment in technological sophistication when

compared to the old plant.

Through extensive diScuSSicinS and meetings with close to 100 Ford employees,

the research team from the' University of Michigan reconstructed the history of

events leading up to the renovation and the renovation process itself and then

analyzed the consequences of the renovation; The questions we asked arose directly

from the parameters of the overall OECD project: How was the decision madei and

how were the various parties in the plant informed of the renovation? How did they

interact at various stages inthe process? .What were the employment consequences

Of the renovation? What were the costs and benefits in human and organizational

terms? What was the role of training in the renovation process? What lessons were

learned from this experience (e;g;;'regarcfing human resource development)? What

further technological changes are on the agendai and what considerations are being

15
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made for human resource utilization and impacts? (See Appendix D for a more

detailed listing of the questions posed.)

The body of the report is divided into three main sections:

(I) The remainder of this chapter describes in detail how the study w at

conducted) including the preparatory phase) an introduction to the Ford Dearborn

Engine Plant, and a discussion of why the cranicshaft production area was chosen for

special _attention. Chapter 1 concludes with a ciescription of the questions pursued in

discussions with Ford Motor Company personnel and documentation of the strategy for

investigation.

(II) ChapterS 2) 3) and 4 fitc..:.111. the findings from the case study. Each

---------__
chapter corresponds to a segment of the investigation: Technologizal planning and

decision making (Chapter 2)) Work organization (Chapter 3)) and Training (Chapter 4):

While it is understood that these areas of investigation overlap, they are initially

presented as separate topics to aid in elaborating the details of the case study.

When it is critical to do so, findings from more than one area are presented within a

chapter; however) a conscious focus on an integration is made in the fifth and final

chapter.

(III) The final Chapter) Chapter 5; contains the conclusions drawn by the

research team. The intergrated results are initially summarized and key observations

are 'underscored. In closing there Is an outline of additional research and a

consideration of the policy implications suggested by this project

Case Study Design

The Preparatory Phase

Between December 1982 and February 1983 preparations were made to undertake

the case study; After joint' consultation with OECD project staff and selection of

16
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investigators from the University of tMichigan (representing disciplines as diverse as

engineering, technological Planning, social work, and sociology), an initial round of

meetings was set up with representatives from Ford and the United Auto Workers;

Preliminary interviews were arranged at the time and the first round of discussions

helped immensely in honing the research questions; Included in this first round of

discussions were nine Ford representatives from various levels in the corporation, two

elected union officers, and several production workers. The preparatory work was

documented in a report issued by the University of Michigan research team in April

1983;

Site Selection and Description

Ford Motor Company's Dearborn Engine Plant (DEP) in Dearborn, Michigan,

provided an interesting and useful site for the OECD case study for several reasons.

First, as mentioned earlier, because technological changes were :undertaken at DEP in

the recent past, it was possible to meet with direct participants in the renovation to

get their impressions of the plant and their work before and after the change.

Second, plant and other company personnel and union representatives had

demonstrated active support for, or participation in, training programs related to

changing technology. And third, management, union representatives, and many

workers at. DEP expressed interest in the 'study and offered their cooperation to the

research team.

The plant was built in 1941 by the United States government to manufacture

aircraft engines; In 1947, after the end of World War II, the facility was purchased

by the Ford Motor Company, initially to be used as a parts warehouse; In the early

1950s, however, it was converted to the production of automobile engines. By the

mid-01970s, with the onset of a succession of energy crises and a shift in company

strategy, the manufacturing facilities became outdated. Between 1978 and 1980

17'
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$600 million rehabilitation and expansion converted the plant from the production of

powerful; but increasingly unpopular; V-8 engines to the manufacture of mare

economical 1.6 -liter, four-cylinder engines; Major technological changes (described in

greater detail in Chapters 2 and 3) were introdUced; among the most significant

changes were computer-aided automation of transfer; machining; and checking

processes. The converted plant has the capacity to produce approximately 4,200

engines per dayone million per year.

In the 1960s, the plant employed as many as 5;000 workers and produced V=8

engines-and parts for other plants. Present employment levels are far lower: 1,500

hourly employees in the second quarter of 1983.. That reduction represents the

combine8 effectS of lower production levels and technological change and the removal

of industrial engine production; Estimates made by plant personnel suggested that

even if the-plant were to achieve its productive capacity, only three-fifths or 3,000)

of the previous number of hourly Workers would be employed; As it presently stands,

nonskilled hourly workers must have approximately ten years seniority to keep their

jobs in the plant.

The Crankshaft-Area

In keeping with the framework suggested by OECD; two units--one involving

primarilk hourly' (production) personnel and the other mainly salaried (supervisory and

staff) employeeswere chosen within DEP as foci for the case study; , The strategy

for selecting those units was discussed at a meeting with plant and company

personnel; the UAW Icical unit chairman; and the research team. After a tour of the

facilities; two candidates among the production units emerged: the engine hot test

area and the crankshaft production line; A group consensus soon fixed upon the

crankthaft line. Both areas had undergone massive renovation in which job changes

were significant; fewer workerS were needed to run the operation; and some training

is
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was necessary. The hot test area, however, included very few workers who were

there both before and after the change; The crankshaft area, on the other hand,

included a number of workers_ who had been there both before and after the change..

Time and resource limitations; along with the desire to document the changes in work

organization brought about by the renovation; led to the selection=:of the crankshaft

area for detailed investigation.

Selection Of Personnel for -Foil-OW-up Discussions-

It was that the hourly and salaried units should be functionally linked to

make the case study more meaningful; One unit selected was all hourly production

-orkert on the crankshaft line; The other unit was a composite ,Oe -711aried

but also some hourly personnel; which included all production Supervisors, skilled trade

workers; process engineers; plant engineers; training perscinnel; and higher level

managers who had some influence on the crankshaft line; Selecting the hourly

production personnel was straightforward: they were the 40 or so workers in both

the day and evening shifts assigned to the crankshaft line; The -composite group was

much more difficult to select. Over the course of several meetings, various
er _

managers from plant, division; and corporate levels and union representatives

suggested the names of our initial contacts; Later discussions netted more contacts

which were subsequently pursued. In the end the retearcherS were confident that a

representative -group-of-the most-knowledgeable persons _had_been identified.

Over the two months of intensive investigation, the research team met with 87

persons either individually or in small groups (see Table 1 below); This included 40

hourly production employees and 6 hourly maintenance and skilled tradesmen in the

trankthaft area, three elected union representativesi and 38 salaried, employees at

various levels and locations within Ford Motor Company. However; the research team

did not seek out workers who worked in the crankshaft area before the renovation
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but who are no longer there.

Table 1

Characteri Stitt and Location of Personnel Involved in the Case Study*

Employnient Site at Time of Study

Dearborn
Employment Engine Divisional Corporate

Status plant Level Level Other Total

Salaried 24 8 5 1** 38

N onskilled/
Semiskilled 40 40

Skilled

Other

TOTAL

6

70

6

3*** 3.

5 4 87

This refers to separate individuats with whom we met. Some people were
contacted more than once or met with us on different topics. Thus; the total_____
number of discussions is somewhat higher.

One salaried employee; a training specialist, worked at DEP but was on North
American Automotive, Operations payroll.

Three union representatives (tonidered for our purposes hourly employees) were
officers of the UAW LOcal (600) Which covered the complex of plants of which
DEP is a part.
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Research Strategy

The research team was divided into three groups for purposes of collecting data.

One group was concerned 'primarily with the introduction of new technology end

focused upon selected members of the composite salaried group for their information.

A second group was concerned primarily with work organization and held discussions

with all the hourly workers and selected individuals among the composite salaried

group. The third group was concerned primarily with training and focused upon those

individuals that were involved in planning or conducting the training;

Each group had a corollary objective of collecting data which related to the

other areas. For example, the group concerned with work organization also explored

issues relazt±cf to t.-reing with participants in the training programs and Sought to

assess what people on the shop floor knew about or contributed to the introduction of

new technology. In some cases' company or union representatives engaged in

discussions with More than One group in the research team's effort to more fully

explore the overlapping impacts of change processes;

For the varied discussions necessary to cover the complex of topics developed in

the preparatory stage, the research team. constructed separate indices of questions to

be pursued in each area (see Appendix D for a detailed listing). The Se indiceS Were

subsequently cross-checked to insure that different perspectives (e.g., plant vs;

corporate views, hourly vs. salaried employees) on the renovation process (and its

afteemath) were included and to minimize redundancy in the individual discussions.

renovation

gh a number of factors, especially the need for small engines; led to the

of Nthe Dearborn Engine Plant, the.moSt obvious change was the

introduction of ne technologies' both in product and process. Therefore, we will

begin thethe description of findings from the case study by tracing in Chapl.c:' 2 the

process of technological innova ion before, during, and after the DEP renovation.
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Introduction

Chapter 2

TECHNOLOGY' INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will discuss technological innciVation, in particular the process

by which new technology was introduced at the Dearborn Engine Plant (DEP); We

will examine the phases Of technOlogical change, incliding the participants and factors

which affected the change procets. The chapter is organized in three sections:

(i) decisions leading Up_to- the Vie, including initial planning and preparation;

- -I. at the plant; and (3) future changes in technology

introduction being suggested within the Ford Moor Company based in part on the

This chapter is based on extensive discussions with salari 1d professionals=-

lessons learned through the DEP experience.

managers and engineersfunctioning at plant, divis on, and corporate levels of the

organization. We were interested in obtaining riiultiple perspectives on the change

process, with emphaSit on views from the plant its[elf; However, the' should be
I

aware that What is conveyed here represents obse e vations and opinio s from managers

and engineers, not hourly workers involved in dr ct production tasks: Those views

Will be presented in the next chapter; I

__W_e_ found_ that technology introduction is a ,dynamic_ but evolutionary process. It
i 1

emerges from existing technology and continues Ito change and advance rather than

remain fixed between Major renovations or eXpansions; In a large company such as
.Ford, one can use a model of a spiral to the procesS of technological

change: technology within the ascends the spiral gradually, moving 'from

plant to plant increments; However, viewed j from the perspective of a single plant,
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change may seem revolutionaryas in a jump from one level in the spiral to another.

For example, by the current standards of Ford as a corporate system, changes in the

process technology at DEP were an extension of practices already in' existence-at-

oth.. engine plants, This may account for the fact that many of those with whom

we spoke were more excited about the organizational, managerial, and human

relations changes (including intensified training) accompanying the renovation than the

renovation itself. While recognizing the importance of technical components, it was

emphasized in the discussions that hurriari and social factors are of equal or greater

importance. What emerged from our Syrithtsis of comments was a. view of the plant

as a social system with the need for better integration within and between the

various levels and Whetting through a greater degree of communication, Collaboration,

and participatory decisionmaking.

Decisi-ons--1.eadinpto_the. DEP Renovation

Predis-posing__Circumstances and Engine Choice.

The decision leading to technological innovation was market -driven and involved

OPECcomplex planning on an international scale; ..The OPEC oil embargo in 1973=74 and

the subsequent rapid rise of oil prices shifted the emphasis from large cars to small

cars in the U.S. automobile market. As corporate staff at Ford in Dearborn

considered its small car strategies around 1974, the need became apparent to replace

bcith the European ESccirt and the U.S. Pinto; The "world car" concept as Well as

limited resources led the company to seek a single basic engine design for its new

gene-ration Of small cars.

Some 20 small engine designs around the world were examined. An early

candidate, a modification of Ford's "surrey" engine, was soon abandoned because it

would not meet the increasingly Strirgint U.S. emission standards; and a 2.3=liter

23
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engine WAS considered too heavy and bulky for frontwheel drive passenger cars.

Three engines with different combustion chrrrber designs survived the winnogiing

process and received careful consideration and testing in the compzny's Scientific

Laboratoriet in the U.S. These were: (1) the comimund valve hemispherical (CVH)

design, or the "Hemi"; (2) the weage design; also known as the' quench type or the

bath tub; and (3) a precombustion chamber design; similar to Honda's'.CVCC engine.

The three engines were compared with respect to their size; weight, cost; and fuel

economy. The Hemi engine (codenamed "Erika") was finally chosen; not because it

was the least costlyi. but because it was deemed mere capable cif meeting the

emission standar& which were being raised in ..Eorope as well as in the U,S; It was

believed that the Hem' could meet the environmental standards without a catalytic

converter, although this did not turn out to be true. The Hemi engine was alSo

deemed more flexible in terms of redesign for tradeoffs between power and fuel

economy.

After the basic choice of the Hemi engine; further development and final design

were carried out by Ford's engineers in Europe; as they were more experienced in

designing small; fuei-efficient engines which had higher speed and torque than their

American counterparts-at that time; IMportant variations were allowed between the

Hemi engine for Europe and the same engine for North America in the areas of

manifold; mounting; and emissions. The developers in Europe were far removed from

the eventual American production site in Dearborn. The European version has been

produced at Bridgend, Wales; which has a production volume capacity about half that

Of DearbOrn Engine Plant.

ThePlanninRProcedure

The Ford Motor Company is one of the largest corporations in the World and

follows a long-term, multi-based, and multi-level planning process. The planning for
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its main business, car and truck production; follows a product planning process which

has the following five phases: (I) Business strategy; (2) Strategies for markifing,

manufacturing, and product development; the last to be followed by (3) Concept

development; (4) Advanced program development; and (5) Production program

execution (for further details, see the Company Report). In the early stages, planning

considerations are focused on such questions as whether and what kind of small cars

should be produced and sold in which market segments in the world; As noted

earlier, top management and corporate strategic planners decided on producing a

small car that would be marketed in both North America and Europe, with minor

variations betWeen the two versions to meet somewhat diiierent market objectives

and governmental regulations; The Hemi concept which was selected had to be "sold"

internally to the Ford operations both in America and in Europe.

During the multi-year product planning process, a number of advisory
committees and the central staffs provide support for the Office of the Chief

Executive. However, as far as manufacturing and human resources are concerned,

these advisory committees, such as the Manufacturing and Supply Subcommittee and

the Human Resources Subcommittee,' remain on the level of broad policies and

strategies. In the case of the Erika engine, the corporate product planning group

decided on the'volume of the new engine to be produced and where the engine was

to be used. These assumptions were then given to the Engine-Division to study the

manufacturing costs, to estimate the type of facilities required; and to compare

alternative sites for making the engine;, After this planning was done by the.Engine

Division and approved by the company; the Engine Division took -responsibilities for

inviting bids for the production equipment and for managerial and engineering staffing

of the chosen plant.

At -the early stages of business and product development strategies, human
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resource considerations were not prominent; but entered only in a subtle way. When

lo9ition choice for production is considered, a global outlOok is first takiii to

compare labor costs and capabilities in different countries. When alternative sites

are compared in the same region or country, the consideration would include labor

relations climate, labor quality, as well as labor-;cciSt. For example, \it, Was noted
t

that Dearborn had an experienced labor force: rn 1.)77, three years before "nob 1"

(the time for the first product to be pr6duced, nominally April .15, 1980, for the

Hemi or Erika engine), a 10. to 12=-month planning process for site selection, and

engineering design was initiated: The Erika program marked the first time in Ford

skills were considered durirg this early plahning phase for two reasons:

(1) technology complexity (tight tolerance) and (2) changing maniterrient philosophy;
. co.

This consideration of human skill reqUirementt led4
to the allocation of a training

budget Of about (US)$7 million even before the site was selected (see Appendix F for

a summary of training cost).

Site Selection .....

The choice of the Dearborn Engine Plant (DEP) for renovation and prOdUction of
s. ...

the American version of the Hemi engine included a complex of economic,

organizational, political, and social considerationsi. Before its renovation, DEP had

been producing V -8 engines for large cars and, with the shrinking market for such

vehicles, Ford had annoiliced the Closing Of DEP, with the intention of shifting

salaried and hourly perscrinel- to other asSignments; The plant was expected to

become vacant or be used as warehouse; Three basic site options had been

considered for producing the Hemi engine in America: (1) construction of a new

engine plant on a "greenfield" site somewhere in southeastern Michigan; (2) expansion,

of an existing engine plant, perhaps' in Windtor, Ontario, or .Lima,';Ohlo; and

(3) conversion of an existing engine plant, such as DEP;
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From the Standpoint of a tangible cost-benefit comparison; differences among

the three optiOnS were relatively small (within about 10 percent); Cleartyr-the

building-related expenditures would be less for an existing site than for a greenfield

site. Except for the cost of demolition, an existing site would be less expensive
_

through its, use of existing building structure; parking and roads; boiler house and

equipMent, and other infrastructural facilities; The savings could be in the order of

$50 million. However; this amounted to less than 10 percent of the total projected

budget of $600 million for the entire plant, new or renovated. Uncertainty in the

various assumptions underlying the total budget- could well exceed this approximate

amount of -3avLigs. ThuS; a variety of organizational, political; and social factors

became important in decision makcing..

A number of managers considered it unwise to renovate DEP; both for its

restrictive labor agreement and _because of the structure of the building. Moreover;

the complicated Rouge-wide seniority system (see Appendix was considered a

barrier to the establishment of- a cost effective training program: given that skilled

maincienance workers would have to bt trained in the details of any new machinery;

the Rouge-wide seniority system for the skilled trades could undermine any training

effort by allowing maintenance workers in DEP to be "bumpid out" (displaced) by

workers wit rtiore seniority laidoff from another part of the Rouge. Renovation of

the DEP building was considered costly and difficult. It is an older building, two

stories in structure; rather than one flair as is currently considered optimal;

moreover; it was originally designedfor a different purpose (i.e.; aircraft engine

production).

On the other hand, there were factors favoring DEP. For example; per:-.itS for

environmental protection were readily obtainable for the existing DEP, whereas

getting permits for a new greenfield site would be more difficult and timeLtdeititOitig.
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A large pool of trained and retrainable workforce was. present at DEP; There were

also inherent operating cost advantages at DEP contributed by the Rouge area scipport

activities; such as truck and rail setvices; plant security; and others. Moreover, the

stAtt of Michigan and local governments encouraged Ford to keep DEP in production

through tax incentives (e;g;; Dearborn froze the assessment level of DEP under

renovation). Local governmental offidals and the United Auto Workers (UAW) union

strongly urged Ford to keep DEP open in order to keep the jobs there; and

maintained an active campaign along these lines by making contacts with legislators

in the state capitol and Washinc;ton; D.C.; and holding a demonstration at 'Ford world

headquartert. There were Lear indications that the UAW would become more

cooperative; and the bumping of skilled tradesmen was actually suspended during the

launch period at DEP. The availability of an experienced; skilled workforce at DEP
_ .was certainly important and.was a known factor; as compared to the uncertain

iivailability of such a labor force at a greenfield site; When Henry Ford U reversed
tk,

the earlier deciSion to close DEP, the general perception among those with whom we

spoke Was that the decision was based mainl' on noneconomic grounds: Ford's social

responsibility to its employees; the Focal and regional communities, and-to the

economy of southeastern Michigin.

`Tim Implementation of Technology

The design of the plant was changed several times in response to alternating

company plans. Originally the intention was to have two-thirds capacity for a 1.6=

liter engine and one-third capacity for a 1.3-liter engine; That was the way the

plant was sized and machinery was purchased; Later; a decision was made that there

was not enough difference between the two engines to justify the smaller of the two.

This required conversion of 1.3-liter equipment to the 1.6-Aiter engine standards.
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Most of the heavy-part machines were affected. Layouts were changed; the plant

was expanded in some areas; and a decision was made not to use some maines

previously installed.

Initially the plant was sized for an annual volume of 638,000 engines and

machines were specified for that capacity. Later, corporate planners felt that this

would not be enough volume and a 1.1 million engine annual capacity- expansion

program was undertaken; This required enlarging the building. Some machines had to

be added, and others moved, and the conveyor lines moved, as well. Despite the

intricate planning' and modifications in forecasting, market demand has had the plant

running at about half its capacitl until these observations in the summer of

1983). All these changes are disruptive to the production system itself as the

equipment is dedicated automation and not especially flexible; We were informed
-

that if other than a four-cylinder engine were required; extreme difficulty would be

experienced.

The character and difficulty of the renovation was described by one engineer as

follows:

We had four different engineering igroups working on the renovation. When
you stack up all the possibilities for error in the time frame we were
dealing with, it is a miracle that we did what we did. We cleared out old
equipment, demolished most of the interior of) the building; foundations
were installed, new equipment was being installed concurrently with pouring
foundations. A new machine was, sitting on the 114pr while construction
was going on around it....W_hat happened here was probably the biggest
undertaking at Ford.

Evalutionary_Nature of the Technology

Although the new process technology and automation introduced in the

renovation of DEP appeared revolutionary to some plant personnel, these changes

were basically evolutionary in nature within Ford Motor Comi.:y. Each of the
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company's five other North American engine plants (in Lima and Cleve-I-arid; Ohio;

WindsOr and Essex, Canada; and Chihuahua, !Mexico) and their counterparts eltvhere

in the world undergo some Measure of technological updating every few years, usually

accompanying product changes; Thus,_ the Aatest renovation at any plant: would

inctude incremental technological advances beyond the previous successful changes at

other plants. The renovation Of DEP in 1978=79 made it the most automated

automobile engine plant in the world at the time, but its furthest advances have

since been surpassed by othr plants. The most important manufacturing technologies

introduced at DEP include: the profile lathes that make the elliptical cross-section

barrel-shaped pistons, the automatic hot and test systems, the fastener

assurance system that monitors and controls the torque applied to fastening bolts, the

optical gauge for cylinder head measurements; and the black light tests to check oil

leaks; The more important plant engineering technologies include infrared detection

of loose electrical connections and the use of liquid nitrogen sleeves to freeze water

to isolate pipe segments for repair.

Also newt at the .plant are a variety of processing procedureson-line receiving,

a carousel system rather than conventional storage bins, computer inputs to keep

everything up to date; on-line shipping, and computer-automated highbay -warehOuses-
1

making for, amlong other things, more stringent inventory requirements for the number

of engine parts produced- each day. It is important to note that much of the system

was put together though a technological exploration with vendors; Outside vendors

constitute a significant force in the diffusion of technological innovations.

The cranks_!haft area has been highly automated as a result of the renovation.
1In the crankshaft area, one worker can now handle several grinding stations. M

compared to :former operations, toleranceS are about 60 percent tighter.
Consequently, automatic gauging, by electronic contact and non-contact types of
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gauges, is used extensively to monitor 138 chara istics (compared to 42 previously)

to minimize defects in- the crankshaft; Another manufacturing technology introduced

to DEP that was new to Foed (but not to the industry) is the crankshaft mass

centering system: In the more conventional geometric centering system; the

rotational axis is established by drilling the centers at selected locations; In mass

centering; the crankshaft is spun and the location of the mass center-line, is

calculated. The centers are_ drilled in relation to mass on each crankshaft; thus

minimizing casting variations and increasing efficiencies at the crankshaft balanCing

operations. As in the rest of the manufacturing process; the crankshaft area uses

programmable controllers (PC) extensively to perform logical decision making for

control applications that formerly required relays. With PCs changes in machine

control can be accomplished quickly without hard wiring revisions. The PCs also

provide the potential capability to comm.inicate directly with a control computer to

record production rates; doWntinit, and scrap counts; However; these changes are not

as dramatic as was, for example, the radical "state-of-the-we departure involved in

the hot engine test system;

Organiza tional Innovation

Given the "evolutionary" nature Of technological change in the company, some

managers argued that the most innovative aspects of the DEP renovation were not

technological; but organizational in character. They pointed to a management style

that_ increasingly emphasizes participation and to the establishment of a new learning

center throughWhich many workers in the Rouge complexi, not just within DEP, have

received training; It is the combination of management. style and training, more than
1

the technology; several managers at the diviSion leVel blieve, that resulted in the

continuing improvement of product -qualits, and labor productivity at DEP; This will

. be discussed later in the chapter.
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There was agreement that there was little or no use or need for outside

consultants. /Other Ford engine plants were looked to specifically for ideas;

particularly the plant in Lima; Ohio. Expert personnel; including trainers; were

shifted in from other parts of the company; Moreover; equipment vendors provided

advice concerning particular hardware and participated in the training of operators;

both in-plant and at the vendor site; A small-degree of outside consultation was

drawn upon with regard to the renovation of the building itself, including plant layout

and the installation of equipment. Thete consultants included architectural engineers.

Outcome as Measured against _Original Expectations

There was consensus among thote with whom we spoke that .tandards

which were set as objectives were consistently met or bettered; and by sizable

margins; This includet the company's three major objectives: quality) cost, and

productivity. The launch date of April 15; 1980; was underrun; with some engines_

produced on a trial basis prior to this date. The target expenditure of $650 million

for the renovation came in at an actual figure of $593 million; With regard .to

quality; the objective was 15 _repairs per 100 engines produced at DEP:._ it_is now
tr

down to less than 7 (a 25 percent annual improvement); Most of the repairs are for

minor oil leaks due to gtali)g, problems which can be corrected through a modest

capital investment. The intent is to match the projected 1986 Japanese repair rate

of 3.0 per 100 engines. DEP quality performance the firSt year after launch was 12

percent better than the last four-cylinder engine production launch in Lima in 1973;

despite being a much more complex and sophisticated engine. Quality improvement

of crankshaft manufacturing over 1981 is as follows:
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Casting
.-

Machirung

1982 1-9s-3

896 79 96

.13 96 78 96

Manpower requirements, overall; have been reduced materially in the latt two years;

to the point of matching the Japanese level of productivity improvement of 1 percent

per month but not the actual productivity levels). Overhead reduction supplies;

maintenance, etc;) has improved at a rate of approximately 10 percent per y ar.

A number of reasons for DEP performance eXcellente were stressed /by Ford

management: the concentrated training program offered at the plant; EL (Employe

Involvement) meetings and the participative management style; intense competition

from 3apan Which haS led to a survival mentality; and discussions by managers with

hourly workert which emphasize and document the competition issue. As a result; it

is Stated; motivation and group spirit among personnel is up; and there is better

cooperation between hourly workers and management and between the company and

the union; Success in plant performance seems to have had a booster effect in

further elevating morale and collaboratiVe feelings. There is also better cooperation

from suppliers; whose parts have increased in quality; The improved technology; per

se; was identified as a source of better overall performance; but human factors

received more emphasis from many among those with whom we spoke.

Some hourly pedple and skilled trades workerS haVe a somewhat different view

Of the success of the effort (see Chapter 3). They feel that some of the machinery

does not work well and that downtime is high. Only the' extra capacity of the plant

allows such deficiencies to occur without dire consequences; they argue; From

management's standpoint; the plant's extra capacity allows managers to employ both

prodUcticin and skilled trades personnel at the leVels required to effectively support
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production. At this level of staffing, which is considered optimal by management,

some machines are allowed to be down (inoperative) for periods which some workers

feel are inordinately long.

In assessing DEP performance, therefore, it is important to consider the context

of production intentions and capacity. As indicated earlier, the plant was built

originally to allow production of 638,000 engines per year and later expanded to 1.1

million engines per year. Because of reduced market demand, the plant has been

running at about half capacity. The full capacity of the plant has therefore never

been tested, and it has the luxury of great flexibility. These are unusual and

irregular contributions to performance capability.

All in all, the DEP renovation involved a major implementation of innovative

technology. It was evolutionary in character, but had several advanced and unique

high-tech features; The implementation was carried out fundamentally through internal

resources and without the perceived need for outside consultation, although vendors

played a vital part in the Tprocess. he outcome substantially surpaised original
c'N

expectations in multiple dimensions. A variety of internal and external factors

contributed to this high performance record, from intensive Japanese competition to

excess capacity relative to production demands.

The Diffusion _Process

Product technology diffusion during the DEP renovation was basically a top-down

process, with fundamental decisions ma& at the corporate level. Information and

parameters based on that (kcision were transmitted to the division level from which

point it was further communicated to the plant levelinitially to salaried staff and

then to hourly workers. Process technology diffusion, on the other hand, originates at

the division level and follows a similar information-flow pattern.

One manager stated the matter this way: "In the fall of 1977...they started to
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take the equipment out; We didn't know the specifics of it until JUly of 1978." The

plant manager was the primary gatekeeper for inforrnation about the shutdowri-and

renovation. Within-plant activities were described by managers in the f011owing way:

Salaried personnel_ knew of the changes first through meetings with the
plant manager. Then an 'active, intensive, formal program was carried out
to bring the hourly people on board. Meetings started in 1979, perhaps a
year or a year and a half ahead of. time. Pictures were shown; prototypes
were demonstrated. This kind of advanced information and preparation had
never taken place before..

The news media presented inforination through 'statements by Mr. Ford and lOcal

government officials. Thus, in addition to formal procedures, word spread informally

through the plant by way. of the salaried people, rumors, and the media. Specific

technological choices were learned by the supervisors and the maintenance managers

about 14 monthS before Job 1 and by the workers about 12 months before Job 1.

The reality of the change was demonstrated to hotirly people when equipment was

installed by contractors in late 1979 or early 1980. in meetings with hourly workeiS

it was indicated to them that those displaced by new technologies would be

reassigned to. other jobs in DEP or elsewhere in the Rouge Plant, if their seniority

was high enough to keep them from being laid off. Since the plant had been

experiencing a steady drop in production since' 1975, the impact was not nearly as

great as it might have been earlier. Nonetheless, the plant meetings, according to

managers, helped to reddce anxiety and resentment.

While many of the salaried employees saw this as a rather exemplary process of

participative technological innovation, it appeared to others as more unidirectional and

hierarchically controlled. -Hourly workers report a picture at variance with that of

salaried people (see Chapter 3). The big change for DEP was that hourly workers,

mostly members of the skilled trades, for the first time were engaged in training

during the pre- launch period, including at vendor locations. However, their role
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baSically was that of recipient of skills rather than participant in decision making. A

rationale for this approach was given by a plant engineer who felt more hrrurly

worker participation would have been unrealistic. When asked if hourly employees

could have provided greater input in the change process; he responded as follows:

Realistically; no I would like to be able to say yes; maybe they could.
How can you review with somebody when you don't know what the product
or machines would lOOk like? They were still designing the product. In

order to review something with an hourly guy; you have to be able to
show him pretty good detail; Otherwise; why .bother? Talking about
generalities is pointless;

Conflict and Resistance

Different personnel groups apparently responded to the change in different ways.

Although there was no consensus among those with whom we discussed these matters;
.\

some of the claims in this connection will be indicated. Division people were

identified as a key stimulus in favor of technological change. Engineers were also

viewed as generally favorable. Some plant production personnel up to the managerial

level were seen by some as a source of resistance; both because they did not

understand the technology and because they perceived risks in getting their jobs done.

After the renovation; some of the technologies did not function as expected. When

this happened; we were told that\ tine of the production managers wanted the old

style equipment restored. Some manbfacturing engineers did not believe that millers

can work better than lathes. Some older etectridanS feared programmable controllers

or were reluctant to learncthem.

On the Oahe: hand; a considerable number Of those with whom we discussed this

question felt that the change occurred in the main in. a smooth and cooperative way;
. _____ .

Middle management was not reported to be. an obstacle to innovation. There were no

general disagreements reported across broad categories or Units. When disagreements
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arose, we were told, these were 'constructive conflicts that were resolved amicably.

We were informed that to the degree conflict and resistance occurred, a variety

of means for resolving these difficulties were employed or evolved naturally: El was

pointed to as one means of improving relationships and communications among

different groups; e.g., between hourly people and engineers. In some instances more

drastic action was taken: Some people were transferred, although no one was fired%

The "generic process groups "for technological development, which draw and combine

new ideas from engineers at different plants but would leave the decision of

implementing the ideas at each plant; served a useful educational `Linction for some

salaried people. As adjustments were made and people became familiar with new

tools and procedures, the new technology became increasingly accepted;

Among the diverse group of salaried personnel who took part in our discussions,
sq

aimost all reported that they had participated in_ one or more training events. The

Teleometrics International seminar ("Models for Management), which discusses and

encourages participative management style and practice, was mandatory for all

supervisory personnel and abtive. Beyond this, the following training experiences were

identified: supervisory institute, computer graphics, statistical quality analysis,

tolerance charting, computer spread sheets, SPC seminars, management techniques,

and torque monitoring. Training will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

From our investigation, we can state that the innovation process, then, largely

proceeded downward through layers of the organization. Hourly employees were

afforded educational opportunities to prepare themselves for operating and maintaining

new equipment. The process was said to proceed in a rather smooth fashion,

althoUgh there were some conflictr, and resistance along the way. A variety of

c:vices, formal and informal, planned and emergent, served to resolve disagreements

and obstacles. Training was prominent among these. There was no need to introduce
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significant changes in prof:lotion procedures to deal with employment concerns.

)Future Innovations and Charigs-i-n-theAnnovation Process

Technological Advances-13einKConsidered

The individuals with who we spoke enumerated a range of technological

innovations being considered for future introductibn. These changes were said to

generally aim at improving quality; reducing -costs, and improving the competitive

position of the company. Such changes are intended to make-the system more

flexible; although it is unclear to what extent this is possible. There appears to be a

desire to use automation to cut costs and/or .to enhance he of worklife

including safety. However; rigorous cost justification is often difficult; If these

changet are brought about; there would be many possible impacts on the salaried as

Well as tt* hourly workers; There appears to tie a shift to defect preventicin rather

than detection; whith would reduce the need for some expensive equipment. There is

an opinion that too mach technology and automation was introduced at one toneand--

that more selective apqoaches should be used in the 'future. With this as an

orientation; let us locik at innoiations mentioned as possible developments in

crankshaft production, in the Dearborn Engine plant generally, and in the, broader

context of the company;

CrankshaftRroduction: Some of the manufacturing technologies already

Accomplished include going: from geometric centering to mass centering, from paper

Cloth polishing to stone polishing; from stand-alone pin grinding to in-line pin grinding.

Envisioned down the road are: a. robotic, automatic guided vehicle system (AGVS) for

loading crankshaft castings at the beginning of- the lines; connection of the Gilman

dynamic balancing (geometric centering) machines with the Schenk mass centering

machinet for feedback adjustment of the Schenk; and laser light balancing.. Alto
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mentioned are: tieing into a mainfranie computer so general crankshaft quality can

be monitored more accurately and centerless grinding for the crankshaft jot-Thais.

Flexible robots may be used for heavy part moving; There are hopes of using mixed

processing, like running two different cranks on the same line; Flexible machining in

the crankshaft area is being considered. In addition to more variety on the-f line, an/ (
aim is to achieve greater responsiveness so that new technology can be integrated

very rapidly.

The Dearborn Engine Plant: In addition. to discussing the crankshaft area,

upcoming developments r the wider plant operation were described; Future changes

are anticipa-ted in the configuration and the use of programmable controllers which

are getting smaller, faster, and smarter, More_,computers will be used Computer,

aided design (CAD) and computer aided manufacturing (CAM) will bridge the plant

and the division. One manager indicated that they are continuing to look for ways to

improve working conditions and the working environment of the plant.

Those with whom we spoke expected that there will be greater employment of

robots, but of a flexible rather than dedicated nature; It can be observed that since

the plant is highly automated already, it is hard to justify moving in more robots

unless they have a considerable ,degree of sophistication. The United States has a

higher incentive to use robots than Japan due to higher U.S. employee wages.

Indeed, it was stated that the U.S. emploYs more robots currently in auto engine

plants than does Japan. In tangible cost - benefit analysis, the requirement for the

rate of return is 30 percent for production equipment, but' the same requirement is

reduced to 22-23 percent for. reusable robots;

It was also felt by some that the plant had been overdesigned in its use of

high-tech equipment and procedures. Part of the effort in the future will be to
unautomate or simplify processes, perhaps requiring smaller inventories. Slower
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machineS may be employed because some of the machines may have been too fasti

anilmnetting fewer parts at the end of the day because of downtime.

BroaderDevelopments: Efforts are being made to improve the design of the

engine; aiming for more efficient fuel use by making the engine more thermally=

efficient mechanically; This includeS a 1 an burn (improving the burning rate of the

air/fuel mixture or the surface/volume ratio in the chamber). There is also an

intention to reduce friction throughout the entire engine and to reduce the component

weights to accomplish a quieter engine through less Vibration., Actually; the Hemi

engine will soon become obsolete; A slightly larger 1.9-liter engine is projected in

order to provide bettei wel economy; Electrdnit fuel injection is being incorperated.

Ai turbo version of the CVH is about to be introduced; By 1987 the engine ,will be

quite different from the 1981 engine.
N

One product planner felt that the more rev lutionary tendencies are in design

and materials units, not in the manufacturing sect The latter are .rather pasAve;

responding primarily to the stimulus of necessity rather than ideas. He stated that

"we're milking the internal combustion' engine'for all it's worth.;." He identified
a

another possible change: the engine-transmission interface will be optimized. Design

_

Will take a more holistic perspective; with thd overall workings f, the auto vehicle

being brought together through interactive electronic controls; Regarding materials,

there will be an attempt to reduce the number of moving parts and use solid state

devices to the greatest c*gree possible; Things that must move will have less energy

loss; reduced friction; and better lubrication; Greater sophistication will be necessary

regarding tolerances More use will be made Of thermal plastics and thermal metals.

There will be lighter materials with greater resistance to heat;

The rationale for all this is verbalized as better quality and productivity7leading

to a better earnpetitive position;

40
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To queries about the reasons for these technological changes, the answers were
. -

predictable. The overriding reason given had to do with attaining a better

competitive position in the market--selling more cars, increasing profitability and

holding on to existing jobs in the Company; Several individuals at Ford mentioned

that at the time the renovation was planned General Motors was their chief

competitor; now it is japan and, in particular, Toyota.

In addition, other reasons were given which may be viewed as instrumental in

relation to the primary. one. These included improving the quality of the product,

lowering the cost of production, and enhancing the process of manufacturing. Also

mentioned was improving the quo.-tLy of workplace life.

."64,1ma '
All individuals:were asked for their observations concerning improving means of

introducing technological change based on what was learned through the DEP

experience. These persons were involved at the corporate, division, and plant levels

who offered different perspectives. Some major themes included: consensus and

commitment at the beginning of the process; sensitivity to external forces, flexibility

and risk-taking, integration among all parts of the organization, incremental change,

participation, and better use of hurpeil resources.

Corporate Perspectives: It is important to obtain consensus and commitment to

innovative concepts among the many and diverse units and competencies involved in a

new product very early in the front-end stage. The lead time could and should be

shortened through this and other means. Various units should besurveyed before a

design is developed in order' to learn what new technologies might be built into the

design; for example, are there new ways of dealing with sheet metal 'fabrication?

Some manufacturing people may need to be stimulated to become more receptive to.:.
41
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new ideas being formulated by detign and materials people. One view expressed was

that new leadership is needed at the very top of the organizationi at the tiOard-revel,

in order to promulgate innovation in this Current era. This leadership will need to

consist of people with broad backgrounds at. the operating level in detign -and

manufacturing rather than those with narrow experience in finance.

It is necessary to be attuned to various external forcet promoting innovation.

The younger generation of buyers are highly sophisticated regarding technology and

demand the latest and best in high-tech deVicet. This, in particular, constitutes a

new driving force in the market pushing fOr technological advances in products;

Another driving force is competiticin Mai japan and other countries. The auto

industry is now worldwide in scope and is strongly influenced by developmentt taking

place abrdad. Still another outside force is the effect of federal government
_standards and regulations, such as those relating to fuel emission. These serve as

constraints in some ways, but also as spurs to innovation by forcing companies to

meet them" in the most effective ways.

Division Perspectives: Consentut is needed among relevant divisional staff for a

smooth change, which .means pai=licipation by different groupings. Flexibility is

needed in strategic planning. There needs to be a detailed analysis of risks and

consequences in implementation planning, as well as greater simplicitY. Engineers

should be encouraged to take risks and enabled to go to conferenCet, read journals,

and learn new production techniques as a. way Of tottering this trait. A more

comfortable lead time is required between design engineering and launching. In this

instance; some of the engineering was tiu. taking place during the setting up for ,

manufacturing, causing complications. There should be a closer relationship between

engineering and Manufacturing. It is also necessary to do things faster in order to

cut the time between perceived consumer needs and an available product. One view
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expressed was/that; in order to compete with 3apan; people will have to work harder-

-longer hours; less vacation time; etc.with significant impacts on style of life -(time

with the family; etc.) and standard of living for managers as well as 'Workers.

It would be well to rely on the concept of evolving technologycontinue with

what currently works and make improvements within that framework; It is now

deemed more important to make improvement in what you have rather than institute

multiple and widespread new technologies.

People and human resources are seen as vital .in technological innovation: "It is

not just the hardware; but also the software, the organization, and the ergonomics."

Hourly workers should be brought in very early in prespecification of new equipment.

While engineers would still be in charge; hourly people could be extremely helpful in

giving judgements on man/machine interface. At the salaried level greater use has

been made of the generic proCessing system. In this system, while division staff are

a key force for new technology; process engineers from all plants as well as the

division would meet regularly to discuss emerging manufacturing processing methods.

It would lemain for the individual plant to determine how agreed-upon changes should

be applied in local situations.

With regard to physical layouts; plants should be smaller and cheaper; there

should be narrower aisles; fewer conveyors; and less inventory. The following table

gives a quantitative contrast between the DEP and the new Chihuahua Engine Plant

(CHEP) in Mexico:
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Table 2

Comparison of Dearborn and Chihuahua
Engine Plants

"Old" DEP* Current nFP** CHEP***

Area/Engine/Year
excluding administration
offices - sq. ft. 1.69 1.70 1.06

Investment/Engine
Year - $(millions) 410 590 516

Budget Labor Minutes
per Engine 278 164 158

Based on net book vall.te 12/31/77 and production volume adjusted to Erika
operating pattern.

** Based on net book value 12/31178.
*** Based on production volume adjusted to Erika operating pattern.

Plant Perspectives: Some of the previous observations were reiterated and Other

comments were added; These include many actions which have already been set in

motion. Specific comments tend to repeat and emphasize the\set directions. It was

felt that there should be careful and rather &tailed planning. The launch team

livingshould become the production team, living with the equipment after it is introduced.

This is an incentive to obtain the best possible equipment; Change should be

conveyed well ahead of time. The product and production changes should be

adequately explained to all concerned parties whose opinions and ideas should be

solicited. Intentions and information should be shared on a regular basis. Candor

with hourly workers and the union is important. Within reasonable limits,

commitments that are,' made Should be held to, even if viewed as somewhat

inappropriate or costly in retrospect. This latter point was viewed as important

.becaute trust between management and labor is vital for good implementation of

innovation. Wherever practical, manpower reductions occasioned through change

4 4
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should be by means of attrition rather than layoffs; One individual felt motivation,

sense of ownership, and desire on the part of the work force is perhaps the lost.

salient component of successful change and productivity.

Training was identified as another important factOr. But it should not simply be

designed and offered. It needs to be.enplained and "sold" at a level that makes

sense to the participant in training. The human relations aspect of a training

program stiotild remain in focus.

Engineers need to be given greater incentives to take riskS. Currently, requests

for new materials or methods have to be justified by detailed cost/benefit procedures;

zi giacering manager noted that this takes so much time andvt..._ :aat many

engineers become discouraged and give up attempts to Innovate; Production

management should be involVed earlier than heretofore; participating in writing

specifications for new equipment; Vendors can be invited to manufactUring

improvement seminars during which production problems are explained and Vendors are

encouraged to design devices that are innovative yet responsive to the real situation;

Lastly it was stated that innovation should be at a scope which, can be

absorbed efficiently and effectively in the existing system. It is not necessary to

have state-of-the-art across the bOard. Each new device or technique should be

considered piece by piece in terms of practicality, maintainability, and long-term

benefit. There may have been too much new technology in the DEP

Undertaking. For example, a less automated and less sophisticatd hot test system as

compared with the one at DEP has been installed at the hewer engine plant in

Chihuahua (Mexico);

It is interesting to note that as we move down from the corporate to the plant

level of the organization, hum contideratiOnt, particularly prticipation, become

more prominently considered as important elements Of the innovation process;
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In this chapter we have examined technological innovation in terms of_early

planning decisions, actual implementation, and suggested changes both in the substance

and in the process of innovation based on what was learned at Dearborn. The

presentation was drawn from discussions with managers and engineers, the professional

cadre of the firm. It is important to see the same phenomenon of technological

change through ie eyes of production and maintenance workers whose perceptions

and experiences may be quite different. The consequences of technical change affect

them in a profound and particular way. It is to their observations and evaluations

that we now turn.
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Chapter 3

WORK ORGANIZATION AND LABOR RELATIONS

Introduction

The preceding ditcuttion of technological planning provides insights into the

functioning of FOrd as a Corporation. Product decisions and plans made in Europe

and the United Statet were communicated to the plant chosen to produce the four

cylinder Herni engine. Within the Dearborn Engine Plant an analogout process

occurred. Information and decisionmaking :cited at the top of a

hierarchical structure and communicated downward in the form 'of directives and

schedules to people at the bottom of the hierarchythose ultimately responsible for

producing the new engine. The organizational structure in this case is paralleled by a

large local of the United AutO Workers (UAW), Lotal 600, composed of all hodurly

employees in the huge Rouge complex;

In thit chapter we will report on our investigation_ into the renovation primarily

from the perspective of those on the shop floor. There are three sections to the

chapter. First, we begin with an overview of changes in the mzation of work in

the crankshaft-area and, in the process? analyze how those changes have affected the

skill and/or training requirements of particular jobs (e.g., machine operators and

maintenance workers). Second, we combine descriptive material with assessments

provided by area employees about segments of the change process. Specifically, .ie

cover: sli___iction_workers' attitudes, (b) changes--inorganizational

Structure, and (c) the issue of worker participationindecisidnmaking regarding

technological change; In the third section we consider three additional aspectS of

organizational fiindtioning Whith bear on the development and Utilization of human
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resources: lab-or=managementrelations* the or_Ranizat.L.onof maintenance, and Employe

Involvement.

The crankshaft operation was selected for intensive investigation through

discussions among the research team* labor representatives* and management. During

a meeting attended by nearly all salaried and hourly personnel from the crankshaft

area (which shut down the line for over an hOur)* we described the methods and goals

of the study. Afterward* we began our discussions With area personnel in an office

adjacent to the Crankshaft operation; Everyone in the area was given the opportunity

to meet with us* singly or in groups of two or three; and nearly everyone did.

Though it was clear that we werz wing notes during our discussions* we felt that

most of what we heard was Candid and deeply felt.

Our investigation ;Ienerated a number of important findings about the process

and the consequences of technological change. In the case of the crankshaft area,

we found that while the number of production employees had been reduced

significantly with the introduction of new automated equipment* the skills required of

the direct production workers who remained were not reduced;, in fact* an argument

Could be made that the skill requirements of the machine OperatorS (i.e.* "Automation

Equipment Operators-set own machine" or A.E.0.=6.0.M. as they are known in the

classification sChema) and many of the maintenance workers were increased (even if

only marginally in some cases). De Spite the installation of more sophisticated

equipment* the machine -operator& tasks continue to require and* more importantly*

benefit from the know-how individual workers acquire through performance of their

assignments. However; we also found that whether workers actually pick up that

know=.how is at least partially affeCted by a variety of factors ;_ including, their

assessment of the benefits of automation; their views on the efficacy of supervisory

employees; and* in a subtle fashion, whether and what kind of training they receive.

4 6
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Beyond specific views about the work itself; salaried and hourly employeeS on

the shop floor recognized the necessity of technological advancement and fa _more

consistent emphasis on product quality; Many felt that a concern with the latter was

long overdue and acknowledged that a sustained increase in product quality positively

influenced their views toward the work and the company. With regard to the extent

of worker participation in decision making around the renovation; the findings are

somewhat -complex. As was suggested in the preceding chapter; the actual

involvement Of hourly employees in the planning of the renovation was extremely

limited. iMoSt of the people with Whorn we spoke (and who had been in the

crank haft area prior to the renovation e A..itgine Plant) conte-ded that

they were :pretty much in the dark until the machines began arriving for inttallation;

A significant subset of the skilled tradespeople and machine operators were employed

before the start-up to help test the equiprigc:ii.; this did represent an important

experience for those workers. However; most reported being in by vendors in

how to work or fix the machines; not asked how to help arrange the machines to

increase efficiency .or to render the area compatible with workers' perceptions of a
4-

.

comfortable work setting. Nonetheless; as was pointed out earlier; worker

representatives in the form of union officials from Local 600 and the Ford

Department of the UAW did engage in intensive effortS to secure DEP as the site for

renovation, thus saving some 2;000 jobs at the Rouge.

Labor-management relations in the crankshaft area show themselves to be a

positive factor both in the srnoothntSt of the renovation and in the history of the

area after the start -up in 1980. Mutual respect betWeen most hourly and salaried

employees can 'be explained both by the relatively high degree of communication that.

takes place on the floor and by the personal characteristics and backgrounds of

higher=level salaried employees in the' area. This generally can be attributed to the
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overall impact on the work climate of the Employe Involvement (El) proress EI was

introduced to DEP in 1980. While a number of problem solving groups were formed,

including the crankshaft area, the extensive bumping due to senority-based reductions

and transfers made it difficult to retain formal El group activities; However, the

training associated with EI was beneficial to building and maintaining positive

relationships. ThuS, although forinal EI groups were not active in the crankshaft area

when this case study was cOnducted, informal form of participation and dialog were

evident.

- ..tz n of Work

Major technological changes generally precipitate major changes in the

organization of work and. Workert. Job requirements for workers change as old tasks

are taken over Or rendered obtolete by technology and new tasks (such as tending the

new machinet) are created. Assessing the impact Of new technology, particularly

autornation, on manpower requirements, job content, and skill levels is a difficult

undertaking==made all the more complex by the public and private policy- concerns

stimulated by the specter of sophisticated machines displacing human beings;

While we will discuSS policy dimensions in the final chapter, it is important here

to remind the reader that the issue of skill requirements to run and maintain

sophitticated automation was a national concern in the 1940s and 1950s when

automation was being introduced at a rapid pace in many industries, Including auto;

James Bright,* in a study which included an advanced technology engine plant,

*Bright, James R. "Doet Automation Raise Skill Requirements?" Harvard Business
Review, 1958, No. 36:85=98;
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Concluded that the new automation was distinctive because it replaced aspects of

both physical work and decision-makingljudgement formally required of machine

operators. Bright found that skill requirements for most jobs were nbt significantly

altered as a result of automation. Certain jobs; such as those performed by the

majority of work.:rs in the crankshaft area; were transformed into what he referred

to as "new specialiStS' jobs" Which entailed "maiming the control systems" of

machines; rather than engaging in direct machining tasks as before; In other words;

machine operators are fewer in number as a result of the new automation: and the

principal activity of those who remain has been specialized to involve a more direct

concern with operating the control system orthe more

Bright's study reminds us that neither current policy concerns nor investigations

of the, human resource implications of techndlogical change are new; His research

underscores the importance of considering the baseline for technological changean

argument echoed in the preceding chapter with Sour notion of a spiral of technological

Change. Thu's, it is important to recognize that the "old" crankshaft line (before the

renovation at DEP) was not devoid of automation. While the new automation is

significantly more sophisticated and extensive than that Which had been employed
a.

previously; it represents in many respects a linear extension in the same type of

tcchnology; rather than a decisive break or quantum leap.

Same comparison Of 'new and, old jobs and their respective staffing requirements

in the trankthaft area will set the stage for our discussion of changes in the content

and skill demands of new jobs:

Changes4n-Jobs_and Staffing,

The crankshaft lines currently run on two ShiftS: from 6:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

and from 3:00 p;m. to 11:30 p.m. The later shift operates with a skeleton crew. of

11-12 production .vorkert and a few maintenance people; Most production workers
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hold the title of "Automation Equipment Operator set on machine" A.E.O.(

S.O.M.) or "S.O.M." for short; The title reflects the dual nature of these jobs:

workers operate and set the MachirieS to' which they are assigned and only those

machines; Although many of the WorkerS in the area and theiri supervisors refer to

the task as "job setting" and to the workers as "job setters;" the term job setter haS

a specific meaning in the negotiated system of job classifications: job setters set -up

machineS for other workers to operate; Thus to avoid the confusion, we will refer to

theSe workers as "S.O.M;s" or "machine operators" with the underStanding that they

do limited set-up work as well; In this connection it should be rioted that S.O.M. is

a de.tighated or classified position, meaning that it is considered sen

receives an increment in hourly wages over jObS which require less' training; Machine

operators also occupy a slightly more protected position since they cannot be

displaced from their jobs (in case of cutbacks) by more senior unskilled workers (e.g.,

assemblers; stock handlers, or cleaners); Prior to the renovation; the largest category

of production worker was the machine operator; but that classification referred to

somedne who simply ran the machine and-relied on a separate worker, a' job Setter,

to set the machine, change grinding tools, etc. The reclassification of the work,

according to plant and union representativet, reflected an increase in the duties of

those workers (the new machine ciperatOrS or S.O.M;s) who remained after the

renovation;

Miring the course of the investigation we spoke with nearly all the hourly

employees in the crankshaft area; In many respects they provided a mirror of the

population of the Ford Rouge complex: Roughly half had completed high school; they

averaged close to 21 years \company seniority (slightly higher than the DEP average);

and several had recently come to the crankshaft area as a result of being bumped

out of some other (usually skilled)' position; Experience in the crankshaft area ranged
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frOm a high of nearly 40 years for one job setter to a low of a few months for

another. The bulk of .machine operators.had an average of three years of experience

in the area--meaning that they arrived there during or after the renovation. The

skilled tradesmen in maintenance jobs (e.g.; electrician; hydraulics repair; millwright;

or pipefitter) tended most often to be high school or trade school educated;

In the current operation, rough castings dispatched from a casting plant are

hand loaded with the assistance of an overhead pulley device) at the beginning of the

line (see Appendix ,C). The crankshaft must pass through 18 machine stations where

surfaces are ground; oil holes are drilled; other holes are drilled and tapped, and in
-.Agethe, final stages the crankshaft is balanced; cleaned; polished, and electroniCaliy

inspected. If a crankshaft passes _final inspection; it is manually unloaded and hung

on overhead conveyors; otherwise it is sent to repair bays.

On the old line a considerable amount of manual unloading; transporting; and

reloading was necessary throughout the machining process; Many of the machines (in'

grinding; especially) had to be carefully adjusted and gauged by hand; TheSe

adjustmentsWere particularly critical and often tricky because:the equipment was

easily disturbed and, in later years; so old and run down; much of it was thirty to

forty years old when finally scrapped; Machine operators quipped that they always

kept paper -Clips and rubber bands around to make minor repairs on the old

machinery; With new automated material handling systems and in-line gauging; the

crankshaft loaded at the 'beginning of the line can in theory) pass through all

operationS untouched by human hands; In practice; many trankthafts are touched by

hUrtiari hal-WS; and ,tinkering with the new equipment is necessary since breakdowns do

occur, and minor malfunctions are relatively common. Nonetheless; the introduction

of additional automation and in-line gauging (i.e., gauging built into the equipment

that automatically checks parts and adjusts machine settings) has meant that fewer
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people are needed to run the machineS.

It is difficult to accurately campare staffing requirements in the crankshaf=t area4=

before and after the - renovation: Table 3 (below) riessents the approximate number of

hourly workers employed in the area under different conditions: (a) for a single shift

running at capacity after the renovation and (b) for: a single shift running at capacity
3 .

before the renovation. These figures should be interpreted with some caution; for

several reasons;

Table 3

Approximate Staffing of Hourly_ Employees in the Crankshaft Areac\
Per Shift .(Dearborn Engine Plant)*

Job. After Before
Classification Renovation Renovation

Job setter 2 17

S.O.M./Machine Operator* 22

Machine Operator** 36

Stock Flandler 3 9
.7

Repairman
o

2 N.A.

Inspector 3 4

Other 3 N.A.

Total 35 66

Staffing per shift is _used as a base to allow a rough before and after
Comparison; It should be noted, however, that the present crankshaft area runs
at approxiMately 50 percent of capacity; This translates into one full shift
(days) and two skeletal shifts (afternoons and midnights);

11-41 Sets and runs own machine.

*** Only runs the machine.

Source: Discussions with DEP crankshaft area personnel.

J
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First; the new crankshaft has sr-nailer SUrfateS to grind and polish than its

predecessor; Second* th-e plant is currently operating at about half of its caprcity

and was running closer to full capacity before the renovation; Third, staffing needs

are highly variable over time as the downtime of the equipment Changes* supervisors

learn more about what is needed; and new people are brought in with different

capabilities. At the time of the study some people were being retained in the

crankshaft area even though the operation could ftinction without them in the hopes'

that volume would pick up again; As a result; the department frequently loans out

workers to other departments. Ociuttho staffing levels in the plant and, by extension*

the crankshaft area have flUctUated considerably in response to car sales (see Table 4

below). Finally* recent changes in quality control practices independent of the new

technology (discussed later) give machine operatorS greater responsibility for

inspecting their own work and further reduce the need for inspectors.

Table 4

Quarterly Enployment Levels (Hourly Employees)
at Dearborn Engine Plant, 1977.-4983

Quarterly Employment level

Year
A

1977\
1978

I

1919
= 1861

II

1969
1931

III

1952
1165

IV

1893
934

1979 dosed for renovation
1980 1147 1417 2116 2498

1981 2698 2701 2651 2607

1982 1641 2268. 2257 2187

1983 1507 1424

Source: Ford Motor Companyt Dearborn Engine Plant

Nonetheless* it is clear that automation has eliminated some jobsqind altered

the content of others; The most dramatic reduCtionS have occurred in the grinding
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area and in the process of stock handling. In the grinding area one machine operator

now does a job which previously required the attention of four. On the old grinders

an operator on each machine manually loaded a 65-pound crank, damped it in place,

engaged the grinder, watched a dial on the top of the machine, and disengaged the

grinder at the appropriate time. The crank was then undamped and unloaded. The

operator relied on a job setter to ready the machine, to make all but minor

adjustmentS, and to change tools when necessary. Many of these operations are now

done automatically by the equipment, eliminating the attachment of one operator to

each machine and virtually eliminating the job setter category. An automated loader

machine running on an overhead track now comes to the grinder with an unground

crank in one "hand," /reaches in and grabs the ground crank with the other "hand,"

and places the 'cinground crank in the grinder. It then brings the finished crank to a

conveyor for the next operation and picks up a new unground crank. After some

initial grinding, in7-line gauging comes out and checks the diameter and taper of the

unground crank and signals the grinder how much more to grind; After additional

grinding, the gauge comes out again; rechecks the part, and may signal if more

grinding is needed; If bad cranks are produced three consecutive times, the grinders

are automatically shut down by post-process gauges.

In the case of stock handling, before the renovation the work of transferring

crankshafts between operations was divided between workers and machines. At

various junctures in the processparticularly in the middle stages of grinding and

balancinguneveness in,\the output of some machines required stock handlers to off=

load and transfer crankshafts betWeen production lines; With the new equipment, the

number of stock handlers has been reducedby 67 percent, if the rough comp 'sons

\ in Table 3 are any guide;

One might ask why people are needed at all to tend the machines. The answer:
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Tools must be checked and changed; the grinding wheels must be "dressed"

periodically so they are the right width and "dressed" evenly (after each. crcilik a

diamond honer ,automatically runs over the grinding wheel to dean it); new grinding

wheels must be manually installed periodically; quality control checks must be

performed including checking parts with manual gauges to be sure the automatic

gauges are functioning properly; and; in the case of machine breakdowns, a skilled

tradesperson must be called while crankshafts are manually unloaded to be run on a

different line or stacked on pallets.

On the old crankshaft line, not only did one operator run each machine, but a

job setter would get the machine ready (e.g., adjust its gauging) and change tools as

necessary. Stock handlers were available to load and unlciad cranks using the'

overhead pulley systems; Cleanup men were keeping the area clean; In additidn,

quality control inspectors were assigned to the area to check parts; Now, the

distinction 'between Machine operators and job setters is blurred; Beybrid a few

isolated cases (e;g;, the insertion of one worker to visually inspect the newly ground

crankshafts); each person in grinding is a generalist who sets up the machine, checks

gauging; changeS toolS; inspects, the work; loads and \unloads crankShafts as necessary,

and has four; not one, machines to tend; The person Who mounts the grinding wheels

also does cleanup and other odd jobs;

Chan-geskili_ Requirements

Clearly the grinding operations are much more automated than before; but it is

important to note that machining operatiois have generally been among the most

highly automated in the automotive industry for several decades. Though,lhe pre-

renovation machineS were old, they performed many complex taSks automaticallYNand

replaced much of the judgement necessary on older non-automated tools. The new "-

technology in the plant further automated remaining manual operations and, through
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electronics; moved closer to eliminating human judgement in normal operation.

HciWeVer, since "normal operation" is sometimes interrupted by machine breakdowns

and hampered by improperly positioned crankshafts or faulty machine adjustments;

human judgement is still required to keep the line running. For these reasons we

conclude that there was no significant ckskiiiirig-ofAcibs.
_ .If there was no significant deskilling, can we assume that skill requirements

were substantially raised? The answer is no; though if anything; skill requirements

increased slightly. While this answer may appear to be evasiveo the problem is in the

phrasing of the question; The question assumes skill requirements can he ranked on a

single dimension and jobs compared in this way. In fact, skill requirements are a

multidimensional phenomena; Some skills becarne obsolete (e;g;o the minor repairs

needed to keep the antiquated machinery running were no longer necessary) while new

skills Were necessary. For example; job setters in the old crankshaft operation did

little or no stockharidling.

PerhapS the best summary of the change in skill requirements is to say that the

task Scope of the new machine operators/S.O.M.s expanded as they took on

responsibilities previously performed by other less-skilled workers and some additional

learning was required to interpret and operate the control panels on the new

equipment; Watching the control panel and reacting to various problems that occur

in the day-to-day operation of the machine: requires mental alertness and a Specific

knowledge of the peculiarities of each machine; The machine operators /S.O.M.s are

counted on by maintenance, workers and engineers to explain the events preceding a

machine breakdo4ri and to assist in diagnosing problems. A ckdicated machine

operator knows the machine better than anyone else in the plant; At least one

worker explained (with obvious pride) that on several occasions he has been called in

from vacation to get hiS machine running again after a serious breakdown.
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The formal training g,iven to Ma Chine operators includes a' orientation to

gauging, changing tools, and other job-related tatkS; but (as) will be diseuss.eti in

greater detail in Chapter 4) many of the machine operators 'were not impressed by
_ 1

this general training and felt the most Valuable training came at the hands of vendorS

with whom they worked to initially set up and qualify the machines. Machine

operators estimated that a few hour: of training was all that was necessary to learn

the basics of setting up the machine (i.e., for a Mechanically oriented worker) but

toqualified this by saying that at least three months Of experience is__necessary____learn

the specifics- dfthe_machine_enough to feel comfortable running itanddealing_with

the variousnlachine_4ams_and breakdowns.

Beyond the task requirementS needed to run the new machinery; other recent

changes are beginning to influence the organization of work in the crankshaft area.

Among the most visible changes are introduction of statistical process control (SPC)

and Employe Involvement (E.1), elimination of production standards, and implementation

of a new computerized tool change program. ModelS for each of these innovations

from Japan were mentioned in our conversations with salaried employees; however, it

was emphatically denied that the DEP programs were copies of the Japanese models.

While a detailed discussion of the.Se programs is beyond the scope of this report; they

will be discussed below as they relate to changes in work attitudes and participation oa

in technological change. nflat-
7.4

Overall, skill requirements changed, yet it \is also clear' that there was ,

significant skill transfer from the old crankshaft operation to the new operation. The

design of the new four-cylinder trankShaft is not Unusual; the only significant

exception is found in the particularly close tolerances required to accommodate the

high speed of the engine. Hence, past experience An. the machining of crankshafts

was a valuable asset for production workers; and, .even though the sophisicated
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electronics and automation on the renovated current line were newt the product and

the basic machining operations remained the same. One way to further examine skill

requirements of the job is to consider the mix of education and work experience

present in the current staff;

Workers' Experience and Skill Bate

Arrangements negotiated between management and the union allowed for a

significant overlap in hOurly personnel in the crankshaft area before and after the

renovation; At the time of our studyt slightly less than half of the machine

operatic,as working in the area had been there before the renovation. As is shown in

Table 5 (below), ..:;-..c-citors had a median of 3 years in their present jobs

(roughly the time since the start-up after renovation); but the average time-in-job of

6.6 years reflected the fact that a portion Of the present work force had been there
/

substantially longer; These latter workerSt in particulart played an important role in

the transition between the old and new production systems; Skills they had acquired

in operating the old equipment Were valuable in setting up and diagnosing problems' in

the new In fadtt thit skill base had a broader impact: Many of the experienced
or

workers helped train (in an on-the-job; inforthal fashion) those operators brought into-

the area after the renovation;
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Table 5

Selected Characteristics Of Hourly
Personnel in the Crankshaft Area

Age Years. in job Years in company

Machine Operator/

Avg. Median Avg Median Avg- Median

S.O.M. 45.8 41.8 6.6 3.0 21.4 18.2

Other* 40.6 40.5 2.7 2.4 20.6 18.4

Skilled
Trades 38.3 39.0 7.4 7.1 21.7 20.2

*Includes stockhandlers, repairmen, inspectors, oilers, cleaners.

Direct experience in the crankshaft area was not, however, the only skill base

management had to draw on in constructing a labor force for the renovated

operation. Of the majority group which had not been in the crankshaft area before

the renovation, half had had prior -experience in general machine operation as job

setters and machine operators (e.g., in some other facet of engine production,

operating mechanical equipment in the stamping operation, etc.) or, in at idatt two

cases; as skilled tradesmen. The remainder had exRerience in a variety of other

activities mostly in the Rouge complex; including assembling, warehousing, stock

handling, and inspection. Thus, as one machine operator= suggested, the majority of

workers had learned "machine sense" at some point prior to their arrival in the

crankshaft area.

An important corollary point can b-e drawn from the data presented in Table 5:

categories of workers (machine operators, skilled tradesmen, and others) have had
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work experience in areas outside the crankshaft and often outside DEP altogether;

This helps explain why, for example, there should t)e such a disparity between the

"years in job" and "years in company." One worker, whose employment history was

typical of machine operators in the area, Ilad spent 2 years in the stamping plant, 8

years on the engine assembly line, 6 years as a job setter in the engine block area,

and 2 years in the fuel tank operation before arriving in the crankshaft area. His

overall seniority was 21 years, though he had been a machine operator/S.O.M. in the

crankshaft area for little over 3 years.

Any explanations for why workers' employment histories resemble a mosaic of

different jobs would, of course, have to take into account t1P- lnir, circumstances,

abilities, and behaviors of individuals. However, the fact of the mosaic represents

the combined impact of three factors in the structure of the auto industry and Ford

Motor Company; First, the seniority system (see Appendix E) agreed upon over the

years between management and the union has made it possible for hourly workers to

acquire employment security even in the face of cyclical trends in car and truck

sales. Moreover, it has allowed workers some discretion in choosing jobs by
..-establishing a procedurefor filling job vacancies in different aspects of the

production processenabling the applicant with the highest seniority (in most cases) to

move from one job'to another (e.g., to acquire more skills, escape the boredom of an

unchallenging job, or to seek a more acceptable work environment). Second, the

cyclical market for cars and trucks and the changes in production technology haye

contributed to the mosaic of employment histories through the company's internal

adjustment of staffing levels and manpower distribution. As product lines grow or

decline and new techniques. absorb or displace labor, employees are shuffled internal

to the organization' largely with an eye toward matching available skills with job

requirements. In some instances, the seniority, system stands as an obstacle to the
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most effitient reallocation of labor during an adjustment; in others; informal ties._

between managers; uruon representatives, and/or workers may intervene with thesame

effect. However, the fact of adjustments through reallocation of. existing personnel

further contributes to the variety,j,of workers' job experience;

Third; and finally,. the, peculiarities of the Rouge complex play a role in

explaining the Mosaic. Given the variety of production operations concentrated there,

the Rouge can almost be viewed as a car company by itself. And, since the UAW=

Ford contract alloWS lot workers to move or be moved among fatilities within the

same, level (Subject, Of course, to the stipulations of the seniority system), workers in

the Rouge complex can have worked in facilities a:. aiverse as the steel mill,

stamping plant, assembly plant, glass plant, and the engine plant. Other locals, which

may include one or two plantsi would not provide the opportunity or rationale for

such diverse work experiences.

Variations in the employment experience of workers in the crankshaft area have

contributed to the rich skill base available to the company for purposes of

adjustment. Moreover, the fact that workers have, on average, spent the bulk of

their working lives at Ford offers testimony to the ltility of what is generally

referred to as an internal labor market. Yet, diversity in experience doeS not

necessarily translate into an equivalent breadth in skilli (especially when work tends

to be broken into routine, repetitive, and restricted tasks); diversity in experience

does not necessarily guarantee that there will be an efficient matching between skills

already acquired and skills expected on a new job; and finally, diversity in experience

does not necessarily predict that workers will be more (or less) satisfied with their

jobs or positive or negative) in their assessment of the company's utilization of them

as a human resource. For this reason, we turn now to the firidinzt from our

discussions with worketS abOtit their jobs in the renovated crankshaft area.
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Changes in Job Content and Produc...ion Workers' Attitudes

Pressed to assess their present jobs in light of the previous arrangement most

workers argued that the new jobs were satisfactory; the new technology an

improvement, and the increased emphasis on product 'quality long overdue. However,

summary evaluations do not capture the mixed feelings many displayed 'when we

probed deeper. With few exceptions, productibn workers recognized the need for
r

faster and more sophisticated equipment; but few were sanguine about the costs of

new technology, particularly in terms of jobs lost. One machine operator who

regarded the new machines as a vast improvement over the old system nonetheless

argued:

Well, it is all fine and dandyautomation and; all thatbut in terms of the
blue collar worker out there on the floor; it is less stability for us. When
you see a piece of equipment come in; you know somebody has got to go.

The specter of displacement by a machine often blendt with the insecurities; caused

by the recent history of fluctuating employment levels (see Table 4), contracts

without significant economic gains, and the relocation of some engine production in

Mexico; to foster distrustful attitudes tow irdr the company; One worker with over

twenty years at Ford echoed-a familiar refrain in the crankshaft area:

You got to know it's not going to be too long before they come up with_
machines that don't need job setters. Even right now they're trying to
reduce some jobs to S.O.M. (set own machine,_ a lower-paid; less-skilled
classification), because they say you don't need a job setter to do it.

It is interesting that comments such as these, though critical in their assessment of

the company'S responsibility to long-time employees; have come from people whose

high seniority makes them much less vulnerable to layoff;

When the focus is shifted to how workers assess the nature of their jobs in the

renovated crankshaft area; a different (though not necessarily contradictory) viewpoint

emerges. Most of the workers -.with whom we spoke seemed ambivalent about the
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impacts of the renovation on their jobs. While most agreed that the work was less

physically demanding; there was no clear consensus on whiitMr the jobs were 1R-ore

challenging by comparison to the old system. Typical was the case of a machine

operator who runs a grinding machine. In comparing his new jab to the one he

performed before the renovation; he suggested:

You have to know more now. You have to know a little bit about
everything . Automation eliminated physical work; It is easier now;
but you do have to understand the machine. The physical work was better
before (doesn't like a lack of exercise). It was routine and not
complicated.

When asked about the variety of tasks he performed and whether he ever gets bored;

he said:

There would be more variety if I had less seniority and was moved around:

It is still bdring. If everything is running okay) you have nothing to do.

If you have a lot of trouble; time flies. It wasn't really boring before.

You had to meet a. production number) and then you could go to the
lunchroom and play cards; It is more boring now.

Commentt Such as these were common in our discussions and emphasize the fact

that the question of changing skill requirements defies simple generalitation. Two

principal problems are manifested: (1) many aspects of indiVidual jobs and work

organization changed concurrently; and. (2) different people experience the jobs very

differently. For some workers, responding to the needt of their machines is a full-

time job (i.e.; retalling they now have responsibility fOr several machines while they

used to have only One). Others who are more competent at running the machines,

have fewer machines assigned to them; or have less troublesome machines; still need

to stay by the Machine in case something goes wrong. Some workers find these long

stints of inactivity terribly boring; especially since there is no one with whom they

can talk close at hand. They relish the "good old days" when operators;

andjobsetter -an cleanup men worked in dose proximity; At least one

worker Liked beSt the- idle periods during which he could relax and work on crossword
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puzzles.

The earlier comment about playing cards toward the end of the shift ..was a

reference to the old "performance tandard" system under which employees were

expected to produce a fixed number of good parts each cay. After producing this

number (based on estimates of average worker capabilities); they were free to spend

the remaining time on the shift as they desired. The new "bell-to-bell" system

requires working at a "reasonable" pace as needed to produce quality parts for the

entire shift; Some found the old system more challenging because they had an

incentive to work at the fastest pace possible; as in a game.

Most of the machine operators-ragreed that thea:,..- 84 more complex, in

part because they have to kodeettand the basics of the new machine (1.e.; dials;

indicators; some basic electronict; and the metric system). Reportedly; once these

basics are mattered; there is `still a lot to learn about the operating characteristics

of a particular machine as "these machines each have their own personality."

Learning the "personality" of a machine can offer challenge but not all

workers pick up the challenge. Our discussions .revealed that those who saw

mastering the idlosyncracies of the equipment as a source of stimulation tended also

to be people who were introduceci to the machines during the renovation process

itself. These Veteran machine operators had helped the equipment vendors qualify the

new machines. They picked up many tricks of the trade; and it was clear that this

experience deepened their identification with the machines and led to a level of pride

not evident among those not involved in this personalized indoctrination period. In

particular; machine operatort on the evening shift most of whom came into the area

after the renoVationlacked the strong identification and pride of the veterans and

were frequently criticized by those on the morning shift. M one Worker put it:

My biggest headache is trying to figure out what the afternoon guy hat
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left me. I don't know if the machines are messed up until I run them;
He doesn't mark it on the line=up chart. He is not mechanically oriented;

Although such comments are heard in other multi-shift manufacturing operations;

"Unevenness" in the willingness of workers to learn their mactinifes has partial roots in

the nature and quantity of training they receive; as we will note in Chapter if;

Skill requirements are particularly intangible; but even the issue of lifting

requirements is not straightforward. In an earlier quote a machine operator noted

that he does little lifting now Compared to before; some people, however; do a lot of

lifting each day as their machine br'e.ikt down or the machine ahead of them breaks

down and they must Stockpile crankshafts. One man claimed he does much more

heaVy lifting now than before when he had a stockhandler; Now he must do his own

lifting; and since this was not designed into the "normal" operation of the lin1'e he

does not have the aid of a rwiley system; He typically lifts 100 or more crankShaftS
/--"\

a day (at about 25 pounds each) which he ficidS extremely wearing.

DownWard mobility strongly influented the work attitudes of those workers who

had been laid off from the skilled tradet or even supervision. For example; one

machine operator Who had completed the skilled trades apprenticeship program

(including after -work classes) ended up back in production at the engine plant at less

than his fornier wages as a result of layoffs elsewhere in the Rouge .complex. He

was quite bitter about the step doWnWard and considered his lour-year apprenticeship

program a lost irivestmerittirrie fie could have spent with his family. This person

and Several OtherS who had worked in far more intellectually or mechanically

demanding jobs found machine operating positions routine and demeaning; or them;

retirement could not come too soon;

In spite of these assessments; there was general agreement among production

workers that the new emphasis on quality was indeed real and that it enriched their

jobs. They felt greater pride in their work and also felt a greater sense' of control;
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The control comes from haVihg some information (e,:g.; control charts and additional

gauging) to knOW whether 'they are producing a quality crank or not Moreoveri_they

can now refuse to run bad parts, even if their supervisor suggests otherwise; because

of systems introduced that deter supervisors from taking such action (e.g.; a phone

line through which they can anonymously identify supervisors ordering them to run

bad parts).

Though the recent increased emphasis on quality is significant; it is clear that

statistical process- control is not being used as effectively as it might be; Most

machine operators are now checking their own quality;,nowever, few are keeping their

own quality "control charts." We were told by supervisors that some machine

operators have not learned tp compute averages and record data on the charts.

Responsibility for collecting data from the machine operators has therefore been

given to one hourly employee who now makes up the charts. The result is that

workers on the line may be getting feedback on the functioning of their machines
6

from the charts ;-.;but not in a participative fashion and thus do not have the

additional responsibility the approach implies;

Questions aLiout the effectiveness of SPC were put to Workers; supervisors; ano

union representatives; Their responses indicated that; like other aspects :of change-in

organizational practice; there are quite divergent perspectives on the subject. Nearly .

1all of the production workers understood SPC to be aimed at increased product

quality; yet; less than half of those with whom 'we spoke actively used the' control

charts to monitor their machines. Some felt they were inadequately trained to

effectively employ the SPC methodt;Othert felt more comfortable with older ;. "hancli-

oh" methodt for monitoring their equipment. A small minority felt that the

additional duties associated with SPC shOuld be remunerated and; therefore; would not

perform them until wages were raised. One union representative confirmed that SPC
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was "a touchy issue" precisely because it involved the addition of responsibility

without a traditional increment in wages. While he implied that ironing out the

conflict might take some negotiation; he also noted that the union supported efforts

to increase quality; Managers and supervisors) on the other hand; denied that SPC

had anything to do with adding work and argued instead that SPC offered workers the
\

means to more effeCtiVely monitor their machines; The problem with SPC; one

salaried employee told us) was that "past efforts at quality control usually ended up

pointing the finger at individual workers; We used SPC to count people's mistakes."

Now) he argued) SPC is used to help people do their jObS instead of punishing them.

Another recent procedural change seems to take considerable discretion away

from machine operators/S;0;M;s; Prior to the renovation, a separate classification of

workers; job setters; were employed to cha:4c tools in the machines. Immediately

after renovation; machine operators/S.O.M.S replaced the job setters but continued

to use their own judgement to decide when tools needed changing on their individual

machines; There were:. guidelines, but some machine operatorS claimed they could tell

when the tools need changing by looking at the cranks') others said they can hear

when the tools need changing. Now) however; a computer program is used to keep

track of tool changes and to schedule new changes according to frequendes specified

by tool manufacturers; The same person who keeps up the controIrcharts is

responsible for the tool change program; He uses .the computer output to tell

.macrane operators when to change their tools; Although the architect of the

program; a process engineer) assured us that it is only intended to provide guidelines;

these "guidelines" are interpreted as rules by workers in the crankshaft area. To

machine operators, this computer program threatens to take over one of the few

decisions they are expected to make. Some workers strongly resent this loss of

autonomy and feel their judgement is superior to the simplistic deciSion rule used by
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the computer;

Changes in Organizational Structure

Although, as was mentioned earlier, the renovated crankshaft area has yet to

operate at its full capacity, the &rigle=most=striking Change c7fincident with the

renovation has been the reduction in the number of hourly workers, One of the most

important changes in the organizational structure of the crankshaft area to hiow from

this has been a reduction in the number of supervisory positiorv.. Quite. simply, it

was difficult to justify the use of that much nonproductive labor Yi an area marked

:-% Mere alternated parts=checking And 2 Libei--ntial redtiction in the number' of hourly
:

ti-noloyees Beyond this effect of the new automation, Ford as a corporation has

-undertaken a campaign of reduction-iii=forte in the salaried ranks; Within the engine

'plant this move, spUrred by declining sales and the recognition that the union

expected the company to share the bur en of market conditibriS, has taken the fern,

of the elimination of one layer of yision in the crankshaft area--the general

supervisor-- and several production supervisors Ucietheely referred to as "foremen").

While, in fact, the general supervisor in\ the crankshaft area was converted to a

"manufacturing planning specialist" or technical assistant to the area superintendent.

and continued to perform the principal du\ties of the general supervisor, we were
..-

assured by the plant's management that they fully intended to eliminate the title and

reassign the dutieS of the general supervisor.

1
The elimination of some production supervisor positions and the removal of a

layer of salaried personnel has had some effec on communication in the area. Just

how much effect is Unclear; howeVer, in large part, due to the general agreement

among both hourly and salaried workers in the area, communication has not been a

problem at that level. The elimination of some s .1perViSor pciSitions hand the removal
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of a layer of alaried personnel was in fact designed to improve communications; As

We will go on to point out, the high ,degree of technical familiarity witb-_the

rnachinet evidenced by the area superintendent and his own generally outgoing

personality has built a solid foundation for communication and information sharing

between salaried and hourly employees; However, changes in the structure of

supervision have not, as yet, independently contributed to an appreciable increase in

the quality or quantity of information people on the shop floor (especially howiy

workers) rr!ceive about company plans, plant performance, or most importantly; the

future of employment in DEP and Ford Motor Company;

WOrker _ a - I _Regarding Techrological Change

Although new approaches may result from the DEP experience, it is relatively

clear from our investigation that worker input about the type or the extent of

technological change at the time of renovation was not considered a tactical or

strategic concern for management at the Dearborn Engine Plant; A segment of the

Work force did indeed participate in the process of renovation, and their. training at

the hands of the equipment vendors was a valuable part of the renovation process.

However, as was described in Chapter 2, the formal involvement of the hourly labor

force in decision making about technological change was mainly in the realm of

formal and informal union-management discussions. The core of worker involvement

was the important but rather distant negotiations and lobbying which were undertaken

by union representatives to see to it that the construction of a new engine facility

took place in the Rouge complex; Our discussions with production workers in the

crankshaft area indicated that few workers knew, until the last moment, Whether the

engine plant would be saved or eliminated, whether their jobs would remain after a

renovation, or what the tcchnology of the new crankshaft area would look like; And,
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while the union was intensely involved in the decision-making process about the

location of new engine production, the actual contours of the new technology-4i;e;;

the number of jobs saved or eliminated, the kinds of skills which would be required;

or the organizational changes which would likely accompany a significant alteration of

the machining process) were not made explicit until after the equipment was

installed; Even though the corr:Nny c.nd the union followed an accepted practice of

renegotiating their local agreement (covering the engine plant) in 1979, i_ was not

until many months later that enough was known about the extent of hange to

realistically incorporate changes in the production process into the language of the

contract.

To suggest that neither workers nor the union were actively involved in decision

Making about the type or extent of technological change is not to ignore the fact

that the production labor force involved in the renovation.; In fact, the union

71d company agreed to involve workers in several important way. First, a crew of

skilled tradesmen (e.g; in the' maintenance and constr''ction 'trades) were employed

during the renovation to physically.

equipment. This agreement helped

otherwise i ave been subcontracted and

to the new machinery. Second, an

overhaul the building and install the new

keep jobs in the Rouge complex which might

enabled some workers to have direct exposure

accord was reached which enabled machine

operators to tc.ve recall rights back into the engine plant when the renovation was

completed; This meant that the skills of 117 workers who had been trained in the

area could be saved and, potentially, augmented in the process. And third, a number

of machine operators who had worked in the engine plant prior to the shutdown for

renovation were kept in the plant to assist in the process of bringing the new

equipment up to capacity. The attention these latter workers received; in particulari

made trie experience a valuable one for them individually and for the company as a
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whole. HoWeVer, that experience was unique (both in terms of the training and the

extent of renovation ) and has not been and will not likely be repeated. Thit it the

case for two reasons: (I) There is not likely to be a renovation of equal magnitude

in this facility again for at least some years to come and (2) the kind of attention

shown to nonskilled workers (especially workers in ciP_ssified jobs, in this case machine

operators) has not been continued after the renovation becaUSe it is not needed. We

will return to these two themes in particular when we consider in greater detail

workers' assessments of the training program in the next chapter;

Labor-Management Reiatic,nz

Labor;managernent relations in the area seemed to oe a positive factor in the

plant's effcirtS to Undertake !arge-scale technological change. From the side of

production supervision (including the superintendent, his assistantS, and the supervisors

With whom we spoke), there appeared to be great respect ler she men working in the

area. Although the superintendent, in particular, was quick to point out that any

organization or production area is going to haVe its "bad apples," he also stressed

that the men Who worked in the crankshaft area were marked by their singular

willingness to cooperate and see to the efficient functioning of the area. The

relatively high degree of informality in most dealings we obserVed Or heard about

between management and workers reflected an Important aspect of camaraderie in

the area This can also beattribUted (if only partially) to the consistently good

economic performance of the area.

NonetheleSS, it can be reasonably, aiL-ed that of the main factors underlying

the "good feelings" is the respect accorded to the superintendent which derives fro:a

his familiarity with the area, his relative long tenure in the crankshaft operation, and
_his good working relationship with hiS workers.
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representative of a "vanishing breed"' in the plant and, by some accounts, in the

. company as well. That is, he was "raised" in the crankshaft area; He began working

there :,in his first full-time job, as a job setter. He worked his way up the ranks; and

though he was transferred around the plant somewhat, he did the bulk of his

supervisory internship there; Thus, he has had the unique experience of having been

an hourly job setter; supervisor; general supervisor, and finally, superintendent all

within the crankshaft area; This has been a major factor in his ability to keep the

area running smoothly (by his own admission) and in his capacity to relate to the

h werehourly workers in his area. By contrast, his replacement (announced as we ere

completing our investigation) did not comparable ii the kind of

t.-chnic.al ability to respond to the workers' needs that the veteran superintendent has

is at all a factor in his good rapport with the workers in the area, then some loss of

that rapport is likely to be felt with his departure;

We saw evidence of some tension in the attitudes of workers toward recent

arrivals .among first level supervisors. With few exceptions, machine operators

complained that recent arrivids were not well trained- in the jobs workers did and

actually posed an obstacle to the efficient functioning of the area; One major form

this took was in workers' frustratioiI in getting quick, correct response to problemS

with their, machines; One segment of the hourly group of machine operators haS

strong working knowledge of their machines; thus, when they want a malfunction

corrected, they ,do not like to explain the problem to supervisors inexperienced in

trankShaft production to get the assistance of the maintenance -supervisor--Othersi

including those less well versed in the operations of theirachines, find
inexperienced supervisors a hindrance in getting their machines fixed. In some

instances it is because they cannot explain to the supervisor what is wrong and,he, in

turn; cannot diagnose the problem independently. This causes frustration for both
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sides. !n other instances neither can identify the problem; and since the supervisor

might not adequately communicate what is wrong to the supervisor of maintenance;

the job might not be done in the appropriate priority. In situat4ans such as these,

the lack of adequately trained or experienced supervisors can cause inefficiencies,

frustration and, one might expect, friction between workers and management. The

problems created by this situation and their implications for training will be further-

analyzed in Chapter' 4.

The Organization_of _Maintenance

Whether speaking to 'upper management, engineer:: zoduction supt.rvisors, or

machine operators; one commonly hears strong opinions about the skilled trades and

the way they are used. Skilled trades workers in the auto industry; as in other

settings, occupy a unique position. They are vital to the efficient functioning of the
.. -

plant and its hundreds of millions of dollars in equipment; To maximize return on its

investment in equipment, Ford has also invested heavily in its skilled trades training

program; the Rouge, for exam ple, boasts one _ of the best skilled trades training

programs in the country, incl!:ding intensive night co rses at nearby Henry Ford

Community College and the expanded resources of the DEP Learning Center (see

Chapter 4 for more details on the latter). To recognize their special skills and to

avoid losing thtm to a labor market perennially in demand of skilled labor; Ford pays

a substantial wage differential to tradesmen. Thus, training and pay set skilled

tradesnien apart; from other hourly employees;

The division of labOr in American automobile facilities amplifies the significance

of the skilled trade3 precisely because it has ,ccorded all maintenance and repair

tasks to the relatively small core of electricians, plumbers, pipefitters, tool and die

makers, and the like. While lineg of demarcation between skilled and nonskilled
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workers tive evolVed over time into a body of local custom; they have also been

formally sanctioned in the :language of union contracts. Every local agreement

recognizes the special status of the trades and outlines, among other things, the right

of tradesmen to file a grievance when they find a non-=tradesman (hourly or salaried)

doing a tradesman's job. The trades alSo haVe a separate seniority system;

Moreover, only members `of the tradeS negotiate and vote on their own local

agreement and that of other hourly WorkerS as well.,

In addition to their centrality to efficient plant functioning and their special

status in union contracts, tile trades are often envied for their apparent autonomy in

performing their tasks. It is not uncommon in many produrtion facWtos (in and out

of the auto industry) to find skilled tradesmen sitting, talking, or otherwise

unoccupied while other workers (e;g;i machine operators or assembly line workers)

move rapidly in pace with the machinery. Many production workers (including the
4.

majority of those with whom we spoke in this study) resent the apparent "idleness" of

the trades; Even though some recognize that idleness is often the product of how

tradesmen have traditionally been used (i.e;., largely to deal with the unpredictable

machine breakdOWrit and other emergencies as they arise), ':he trades' relative

autonomy, challenging work, better pay, and greater job Security make theirs an

enviable position.

Relations between the skilled trades and salaried personnelparticularly

production management--often waver between cooperation and conflict. The

crankshaft area and DEP more generally are no exception; In our discussions with
_ __

both sides at DEP; we heard accounts of tension arising from three principal sources:----
(I) turnover in the trades caused by layoffs in other areas of the Rougeresulting in

fluctuating levels of experience among the tracieSmen, (2) cutbacks in budgetting for

Skilled tradesmenresulting in Urom the viewpoint of the trades) increased work loads
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and (from the viewpoint of production supervision) insufficient skilled labor to conduct

programs of preventive maintenance; and (3) demands from management for increased

flexibility in work rules to allow simpler maintenance to' be performed by non-

tradesmenresulting in cortiplaints frdm the trades that their already dwindling

numbers and employment security were being further threatened.
_

The trend toward increased technological sophistication is not likely to erode the

bases of tensions between the skilled trades and other segments of the plant

population. The increased use of sophisticated and expensive; but sensitive; equipment

only underscores the importance of the trades. An example, drawn from our

discussions within the crankshaft area; illuminates the problem. Sever:-' "":31rstr-ance

workers themselves complained bitterly about the lack of preventive maintenance ,,u-td

claimed they were spending all of their time "fighting fires." They attributed this to

employment cutbackS and to an organizational structure that gave production

management authority over maintenance supervisors. The area maintenance

supervisor's decisions can be overruled by the area superintendent whose overall

performance. is judged on quality; productivity; and cost. 'The maintenance workers

were convinced that without extensive preventive maintenance the machines would

virtually fall apart within five years. One supervisor put it more mildly; suggesting

they would increasingly have "critical breakdowns."

Currently; Machine breakdowns are relatively common occurrences; but can be

absorbed by switching lines since the plant operates at half capacity.,: Even though

this may have resulted from a deliberate choice based on overall z.".tt. consideration;

it is hard to imagine how this will continue to be absorbed if sales pick up or a new

engine program is put in the plant (one is currently planned for 1984). Given Ford's

stated emphasis on LinEreerri-irjfestment in people and technology; it would appear

that a more substantial commitment to extensive maintenance shoula be a high
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priority.

Employe Involvement

The formal process of Employe lriVOlvernent (EI) began in 1980 at DEP. In 1981

El groups were treated in the crankshaft area; Howeve-, the initial effort was

hampered by two factors: (1) a series of layoffs which caused frequent turnover in

group mernbersnip: and (2) a strategy of organizing group activities across

functional :departments instead of within de:x.11:1-66MS which gave insufficient focus

to prOblernsolving efforts. Extended training in the principles of El and problem

solving have been instituted in recent monthS; but at the time of our, investigation,

there were no formal El activities in the area. This should not be construed to read'

that there is -no interest in EL In fact, most workers; when asked, _argued that there

was a need for more communication and joint problem solving in the plant; the

company; and the industry; When asked if they got enough information about how

the plant or the area was doing; financially or otherwise; most workers responded

negatively; they argued that more inforrnation was necessary for them to belieVe

that the company was sincere in its expressed desire to increase product quality and

to include workers in the decision.=making process; Several workers; when asked;

admitted to haVing their hopes about the future of the plant and the 1:6-liter engine

dashec: in the wake of the downturn in produCtion in 1981 and tended to disbelieve

the announcements made by top management after that experience;

While the need for. more information was by no means a um:nimbus request

among all hourly workers with whOm we spoke; it was presented as a common theme.

Some cited the need to have more information about the future of the plant and lts

product lines as a cue to their own future employenent security. In the wake of

fluctuating sales and employment 'levels, many suggested that their need to plan for
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the future was undercut by the lack of information they received from the company.

Others admitted that the melange of new programs being implemented in the

company and in the plant (such as El, SPC, and other new practices) was probably

part of some company plan to gear up for the future; but at the same time; they

could net precisely intuit their intent from the existence of these programs; The

lack,cif a coherent statement of intent bothered some workers: Some were skeptical

that all the activity amounted to anything new; others implied that they would not

participate fully until they received some explanation. This was evidenced to some

`extentjn the uneven participation in the SPC

Management representatives countered workers' somewhat negative assessment of

information sharing by pointing' to the. regular talks given by plant managers detailing

the "state" -of the company and the plant; to the company newspaper; and to the

encouragement given superintendents and supervisors to be more responsive to hourly

workers. Several salaried employees attempted to explain the apparent gap between

what they provided and what workers- reported in traditional terms: The more

workers got, the more they wanted. While that explanation was not intended to

deride workers' appetite for information, it did underscore how valuable a commodity

it is in this hierarchical setting;

Beyond the issue of haw much information is necessary to engage the willing

,participation of workersi, the single-most-important question remains -job security.

Though it might be argued that the residue of hesitance will pass with some measure

of stabilization in the industry; there should be little doubt that the degree :-to which

workers can count on having a job in the near future will be a major factor in

shaping their response to company efforts to adapt to markrt conditions. It is here

that company and union negotiations will be most critical; and yet; ironically; it is

also the point at which communication between management and_ labor is furthest
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.c.om the day-to-day zxperience of the shop floori.e.; the piatd where

communication; informatiOn thatirigo and problem solving are most tritital.

This chapter has focused attention on how the renovation of DEP was
_ --

ex-peeienced by people on the shop floor: changes in their work; attitudes; and

consequences realized only after the renovation was completed. Training and

decisions about it content and potential consumers dearly constitute a ,significant

element of human resource development in technological changeand to some ektent;

workers' assessments in this chapter have provided one view of the relevance of

training; In the next chapter we look more closely at the role of training in the

DEP retiOvation.
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Chapter 4

TRAINING: RESULTS FROM THE CASE STUDY

Introduction

Training was recognized as a concern from the moment the decision was made

to renovate DEP. Staff members from ',the Management and Technical Training

Department were assigned to DEP in a Training Launch Team to plan and carry out

the training of production and skilled trades workers and their supervisors. As was

mentioned in the preceding chapter, a certain core group of the work force was

retained in the plant during the renovation period; they were provided training that

was developed or chosen by both vendors _and members of the Training Launch Team.

. Later, but still early in the. process; two persons from the Management and Technical

Training Department were assigned part-time to DEP to give seminars on team

building within the launch management group. This training was eventually expand-ri

to include all levels of management.

In general; the training was on, time and, from a training viewpoint, the start-up

of production went well; This was particularly true for the skilled trades: The

Training baunch Team concentrated5considerable efforts on the maintenance

employees both because they were essential to keeping the equipment running and

because many of the control systems were new. Other efforts were directed to job

setters, new supervisors and other technical support people. Management team-

building was successful but, perhaps, less smooth--in part because training was

superimposed on the peak work load generated by planning and conducting the

renovation As was suggested in Chapter 3, production workers; especially the

machine operators, gave mixed reviews to the training they and their supervisors
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received; Ili a few instances; hourly -.vorkers' views differ from the trainers' and

managers% assessments of the quality and c )izxy of training: This appears to have

stemmed from a difference betty -(yen: what traiaing was required for each job (that

'training was in fact provided) and the training which some would like to have had;

In general; employees were trained to the extent the plant considers to be required

by the duties 'to be performed. For example, the skills required of machine operators

did not change substantially.

In this chapter we will describe in some detail the development of the training

programs and procedures; In so doing; we will point to some of the problems

encountered in this particular case (Le:; the' renovation at Dearborn Engine Plant) and

suggest possible explanations for them. The respective assessments of both trainers

and-trainees_are also provided.

rchical structure was eVident in the manner in which employee

training programs were constructed to meet the needs of the renovated plant; After

the decision had been made to renovate Dearborn Engine Plant; rather than build in a

"greenfield" site Or expand another facility; a Management Launch Team was

assembled to plan the renovation and to bring the plant up to planned production

levels. At about the same time (in the spring of l978)-a-Training___Launch_Tearn was

assembled with direct responsibility for planning and carrying out the training of all

production workers; skilled tradeSMen; their supervisors; and superintendents; It-

,shoutd be noted that overall responsibility for training in the company's engine plants;
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lies with the Engine Division.

The task before the Training Launch Team was clearly defined: to ensure that

the workers and their supervisors would-`be trained on time to carry out their duties

when production began and to b prepared to meet all demands as production

increased and eventually stabilized; It was decided that training would begin as soon

as the technology was chosen and ould overlap with the renovation.

The need for training was recognized from the beginning; but considerations of

training were not significant in decision making about the choice of technology; the

organization of the work, or manpower needs. T is, training was accepted as

something thr r Inuit be .-lyne once all those other decisions were made; Neither the

trainers nor the trainees were consulted about what technology should be used or

what Skillt would be needed in the workforce; It_ should be noted that many of the

decitiont on what technology to pursue had been made at ;;;Ie divisional and corporate

levels before the decision to renovate the plant was reached.

Training Launch Team

The Training Launch Team for the DEP renovation was assembled from among'

the employees of the Management and Technical Department. The leader- and

memberS of the team were familiar with the technology being introduced (two

members nad, a skilled trades background and one came from supervision) and were

professional consultants in the planning of prograr 4.s and curricula.

The Training Launch Team approach had its origin earlier at the company's

Livonia (Michigan) transmission plant. It achieved its full flowering during the DEP

renovation and tins been continued there and initiated in several other plants (Essex,

Chihuahua, Batavia, and again in Livonia); The Training Launch Team approach is

now the preferred means for the introduction of major new product or manufactui.lg
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technological innovations throughout Ford Motor Company; Howe not in all

instances have plants allocated the resources to fully implement this desired approach.

The Training Launch Team Leader reported directly to a supervisor in the

Management and Technical Training Department. Technically; therefore, he and the

four original team members were not employees of the Dearborn Engine Plant. Later

in the program two DEP employees were added to the Team. Within DEP the ream

leader functionall.; reported to the Manager of Industrial Relations. ' Although things

had to be cleareD with two managers; this dual reporting did not appear to create

any significant problems since the Team had a clear and (in concept) simple mandate

and a common interest it DEP management to .get the job done on time,

Generally, ,the Team was given the resources, retpOntibility, and freedom to carry out

its task as w fit.

Training by the Launch T-eamdurink_the Ren

During its first six Months of operation the Team '.ducted a needs analysis.

Principally, it worked with the ensigeers at the plant and Division 1 vci and with

vendorS to find out what new equipment; tectitioiL4.,! and skills were to be introduced.

Ih general, certain &naps such as electricians, machine re7airmen,

plumbers/pipefitters and technital support people required substantial training. Other

groups suds job setters, gauge and layout specialists, and hot test stand, operators

also required new skills. Most machine oprators and assemblers required little in -ay.

way of new Skills (except metric training): Tk Team depeoded a great deal (In its

own experience in determining what skills would the I have to be :aught and how they

would be taueht;

Initially; the core group of workers were informed of the training to De

r.onducted and scheduled to attend appropriate sessions. Progress reports were made
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through periodic program reviews and recognition way provided through a newsletter.
.

The original plan was to train all the DEP work force including new supervisors:17

AdditIonally; skilled trades were in high demand; one .hundred apprentice:, Were to be

added to the existing apprenticeship prograrri. However, this plan was abandoned

when the economy turned down) auto sales ebbed) fewer new people were added, and

skilled trades workers became available from other locations;

Training falls into four distinct categories: (a) Production;'(b) semi-slcilled;

(c) skilled; and (d) supervisors; Production workers f:om assembly operations in the

plant were given minimal classroom training. A four-hour orientation program viaS

given; followed by several hours of o;'i-tho...joh;ttairiiiig for veey specific work tasks;

When new eouipment was being introduced) semi=skilled workers participated in

vendor-supplied training; after that they were trained by internal instructors; Among

, group were machine operators and machining supervisors. They got from four to

six hourg of orientation plus forty hours of course work in-house and as much as

forty ;o sixty hours of vendor training; Major segments .1 this t,ainitig included

(1) orgiinizat -n; .product orientation) and plant operations, (2) basic machining and

cr.'ntro1 concepts) and (3) specific equipment training for set-up; sequencing;

31:art-up; safety and minor maintenance.

The major :ral...ing effort was focusd on the skilled trades; As shown .:1

a; -endix F, three quarters of the .raining budget was Armarked for indirect lai,oe.

Most of the trPining was eithc: an individual (self-insteuction) forlmat or a group

1nteractive; hands-on format rather than traditional le.ctUring., .he Training Launch

TeLrn initially relied heavily on vendors fcr eqUipperit=specific training; Vendors

usually offered instruction on-site; but on occasion tradesmen were sent to vendor

training off-site. At the time it was unusual for hourly workers to be sent ca-site;

After the introduction of the new machines). the DEP Learning ..'ftrit.:r was established
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as a part of the renovation to be a central site for the training. The Center took

over nearly all the training; using training materials developed by both the vendors

, and internal staff. On the low end, this may involve, for assemblers, as little as

eight to twelve hours of training while on the high end for electricians, this may

involve several hundred hours: ThiS high level

topics spread over a period Of several months.

electri-cian training are given in Appendix F;)

Supervisory training for new supervisors (e.g.,

Of training included a combination of

(The flow chart and contents for

e crankshaft line has several

production supervisors and one maintenance supervisor per shift) included several

supervisory -doing and three to five ' 'Itional specific technical

Experienced supervisors were used as resources in developing the supervisory

training program; Fours ;,.;w task cr.iented programs were also introduced: production,

maintenance, quality' control, and materials handling. (Thelmw chart and contents

for supervisor training is given in Appendix F). Generally, superviSorS are expected

to have the same skills as the workers they r,?.rsee and; therefor ark. given the

same tecnnical vaining (in :_iddition to supervisory tedihirig). As we found in the

cr...irse of thin, study,' maintenanc, :-;i:.-4,Nervisors tended in the past to come out of the

trade more recently; howe,er, some are college graduates who may not have

the hands-on experience or mechanical knol,V-hoW of past generations of supervisors;

Even after irtitiai training in the Learning Center, they may no' be sufficiently well

developed to enable thern to earn the respect of the people they supervise. Part of

the reason some. of those being Apervised have questioned th= adequaty of

supervisory may be traced to differ-eirces in the. b.sckgroundS of supervisors.

While no direct benchmarks of training effectiVen-SS have been established;

there are several objective indirect measures Of effectivenessreject levels have been

reduced; downtime imi. wed; direct qualit? improvement measured; However, no
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control group was set up -o providis a more classic type of evaluation; While some

pre- and post - testing was done) the main evidence of effectiveness remains job

performance as expressed by supervisor and operational performance feedback. Within

the cour.,es in the Learning Center there often is self-testing (e.g.) self-paced

inmed lea: ning and equipment simulators are ::elf -testing). Since the programs

clt° se.f-instructional, a failure in self-testing usually results in the student &alt.& back

ova: the material. Records are kept on training completed; on- the -job performance is

verified. by completion of task certification sheets for specific equipment systems;

Contractual agreements between the company and the union do not provide for

individual monetary rewards; but ether centives are prov;;14;:t.i. yoL citir'action and

supervisor praise are the main ones. Certificates of completion specific programs

are awarded. These provide recognition and have a posi-tive Impact on employee

pride.. They can also carry weight when see-king work with another empieyef,.

TheLearningCenteran7dItiProgra(n

The Learning Center in DEP was planned and is curretly staffed by a Training

Launch Team with support from other plant personnel. Originally) the Center was to

rned over to DEP once a steady state in training was achieved. As yet;

_ier, this ha.s riot happened; it is still operated by the Launch Team. One reason

given is that job bumping within the Rouge complex puts a burden on the Center

which is greater than that which should be borne by DEP alone. Another i:. the

continued introduc-lon of new) higher levels of technology;

The Center maintaans ari extensive invents. of. programs) prirez_rily for the

skilled trades. Man.,, of these were developed by ?endors; however) the Center staff

cr.-.ntinually des:clop: new prop-Ams) material) and training aids, (e.g. manuals and-)

tapes). The .iesign of -e. ...,.)gran-..3 follow the et.,:n:-ational methods and bhilos-_-jhy of

EiSST rrInv Av!°,111413LE
Ld I ),
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the Management and Technical Training Department. Most of the courses are self-

paced and make liberal use of audio visual materials. Where appropriate, equipment

simulators have been introduced. While the material is organized to meet the needs

of worker groups, nearly all instruction is individualized; A listing of video tapes and

training programs available in the Learning Center is given in Appendix F. A review

of this list establishes how specific and technical the material is. The bulk of

training is specifically targeted for' technical skills; however, in recent months the

Learning Center has begun to develop a basic SkillS program which will enable

interested employees to improve their reading, writing, and mathematical skills.

Outside D DEP,. the UAW-Fprd National evelbpment arid Training Center keTin a

compreh:!nsive program of training and retraining for hourly workers;

Training il-om the Viewpoint of-P-roductionand_Maintenance Workers

Overall, the training program received mixed re-Views from the hourly workers in

the crankthaft area. What was en--..ounter:- '.act,, Was a set of responses (rar;ginc

STiOrigly positive to st-ongly which --ied by the type of worker

ri:sp 'ding r.eg., machine operators vs. the skilled trades) and by the dimensioin of the

in.ograin being discussed. To report findings concisely, we -will begin w!-.:11

rnachine operators' perceptions and than consi&-: the evaluations made by the skilled

trade.,.

in conSidering the views of machine operators, it is important first to distinguish

bnveeti assessments of training during the renoVaticri process and It._.ining which took

place of terward; When asked about their experiences with training during the

renovation process, those mac'iine operators who ere around at that time. r.:sponded

quite favorably to the trailing they received. One worker, in particu1 -:voiced

stzoitg approval f:-..-r.the opportunity to work \ r. h equipment vendors. :n his
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perspective, it was an unparalleled experience: Not only did he feel part of a team

dedicated to an entirely new endeavor, but he was able to go off-site to receive.

training at the vendors plant. While no one else was quite as enthusiastic, many

remarked that having the opportunity to question vendors,about technical matters--

whether or not they actually did somade them feel as though-respect was being

given to their experience; For workers, as we noted in the previous chapter,

the attention they received provided an incentive to "invest" themselves in mastering

the new equipmentto the extent that one- worker painted a nickname on his

machine.

By contrast to that aspect of the training experience, however, a majorit,.../

roduction workers suggested that both the quality and the quantity Df training had

lagged in the post-renovation period. Our efforts to probe deeper i,to this arsr-,1rPrvr

decline in enthusiasm revealed two factors which may help explain tht

First; it w;is clear that the experience of the renovation was unique had

observed or parcipated in as massive an over.haul of a roduction facility as the one

whist, accompanied the renovation. During that time, many of the formal rules of

interaction between salaried and hourly workers were suspended, and a sense of

camaraderie developed. The routinizittion of work practices and the reformalization

of work roles (instiga in part by the negotiation of a new local agreement)

diminished that camaraderie wid, in many respects, crystallized the renovation as a

unique experience. Thus, for those who had taken part in the renovation, that period

looked better as time passed. For those who arrived in the area afterward, the

ex ence was distant; their perception of the area was colored more by the more

traditional experiences they had had in other of DEP or' the Rouge;

A second factor influencing production workers' assessments of the training

arn to do with the scope of the training itself. There was training offered
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to people who came into the c-ankshaft area in the hAsic prTIciples macrtioiri and

additional instruction was provided in the operation of 'ci:vi:!1,Lo.1 rna.chjnes, *While

many thought this fort, hour course was "helpful" or 'interesting", few found it

immediately useful in doing their jobs or .helping them ma.czer the intricacies fif their

machines. ° The following comment was typit_al:

They do have training materials, but:you can't learn the job off films-.
You can go up there and see films, but you can't learn by watching TV.
It doesn't show you all the mistakes ,'the machi ne can make.4

Comm ants abo..it the lack of specificity ;.n training carried over to the instruction

workers receied with regard to their particular jobs;; For example, one machine

operator offered an explanation echoed in many of our discussions:

Thera are certain steps you can't follow (in the machine manual) because,
if you _do, you'll be way out in 4.1t field; Each machine has_its own
personality. Even though they're idacical, they have their own _personality.
-What works on A-line I wouldn'I think of trying on C-line. The mant.;a1 --

will get you out of trouble, but nine times out of ten it won': clear tor
correct) the problem.

Several important issues underlie the preceding comments:

(1) General training tends not to be highly rated because it, seems to have Lniy

a tenuous connection to workers' specific job assigrments. Geoerai instruction in the

basics of machining may in fact be a valuable addition to the skill base of the labor

Ilorce (and, for workers who are not menibers of the Skilled trades, a distinct

departure trorn past practice in the auto industry); but if there is no ready and

visible .ink between that instruction and what workers ate expected to do on a daily

basis, it's unlikely that general training will be ;r.-lued by workers. At the time of

our study, we did not L:atect that kind of li,:k being made.

(2) Audio visual aids and operating manuals may provide a foundation for more

job Specific training; but as we were told repeatedly, there is no substitute for

instruction from experienced employees combined with "developing, a feel for the
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machine." The connection betw-.'i,n this and workers' assessments of the training

program are important, but indirecl:, We found from our discussions that workers do

learn the "tricks of the trade" Which enable them to operate their machines; but

most Often they reported learning them from other workers; While such a practi'ce

need not be seen as inefficient or inappropriate; it does rely on the continued

willingness of workers in the area to serve as trainers. This, in fact, has become a

recognized and integral part of the Ford training strategy. Supervisors, whose formal

responsibility it is to train workers in their specific jobs, were not credited with

performing that task. By contrast; they were generally viewed as inexperiencee with

the machines and, as we noted in Chapter 3, occasionally an obstacle to getting the

work done. In Other words, if supervisors could not be helpful as trainers; then

workert' negative assessments of supervisors would likely be carried over to the

training program as a whole; Today; more often, .supervisors aid their emplpyees are

trained in technical skills updating togv_ner.

(3) Worker evaluations of training progamsincluding +1-?. general and specific

componentsare likely to be affected by the Kinds of work Experience machine

operators bring to the .''job. Although we did :to:: %,e time to .-aziequately pursue

" differences in workers' assessments based on their type of work background; one

aSpeCt. did seem relevant: Workers who had a background in machining jobs

(particularly those who had been in the crankshaft area prior to the renovation)

strcas.ed the importance of their past experience in adapting to the new equipment

For examplei we were told:

You take the experience from the Old job and apply it.

Another veteran summed it :!p this way:
C

I did a few otht..r jobs bei-ore 1 earil!:d up 41 his per seni. job).
wanted us tt., run by the hook: but ben you c an it by th:; hc--;!..; it was
scrap: So; I r:..h it 1--?- 0:.perience.
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In other words, formal training paled by comparison. As one relatively recent arrival

(who had little prior machining experience) put it:

You -have. to learn from 01'3 training really; The Training Center helps
you; Yo'J. can learn a whole lot 'but not about actually running (th(
machine).

Thu , the training program is saddled with the dilemma of appearing as insufficient

from the perspective of both experienced and inexp ,d workers, but for diffet-nt

reasons. Here, it is important to note that t: ning as conceived was never

intended to provide fully operatic:sr:al skill to operators, but to provide basic knowledge

and to accelerate and e.:nhance on-the-jOb training.

Training capacity and curricula appears to be much less an issue with regard to

the skilled tradestmaiiitenance work force. One thing came thro.igh quite clearly

_from our discussions in regarC to the experience bf the skated trades in this area:

there has been and remains an excellent training program for enlarging and/or

updating the skills of the tradesmen. Management recognized the need for a

maintenance crew capable of understanding new and complex automation and

electronics which f ar exceeded in sophistication the technology of any other plant in

Rouge; It is important to note here that the.- system of training fcr the skilled

trades has been deemed important, not only because of the economic need to nave

the machines running as .-,moothly and as continuously as possible, but also because

one the serest points in the relations between the tnio and the company has been

th3 subcontracting of mai:-..nance work to vendors and other contractors. T.he

extensiveness of the training prog- for the trade reflects the concern of the union

and the company to maintain job! for the Ford tradesmen;

There )s, of course, a unique situation in the gouge. Complex which has tended

't-6 .zrciermine some of the advantages of the Engine Plant's extensive *.-.airing program

for the trades. As we noted in the preceding cha,pter, the Rouge -'vide system of
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Seiickity based on bumping and bidding plays havoc with the efficiency of the training

effort at EP. Downturns or layoffs in any one of the adjacent facilitieS (e.g,,
-

steel m_4 stamping, glass -Or assembly plants) will result in laid=bff tradeSentri

,ntu LAP at unpredictable intervals. Every time a tradesman .c; bumpedut

of bEP; a new radesman arrives and has to be trained both in the ;eneral mechanics

of the job he is expected to perform and in the new 'technologies and skills which

have been introduced with the renovation (e.g., any of a number of new electronic

control Systems). Then, if jobs reopen in the area from which those workers were
;)-; \\

laid off; they will return and take their ;ler/ training with themat the ekpense of

DEP. It was hinted. in our discussions that management (most likely maintenance

superintendents) in ._the plant may forestW.I training in an effort to avoid "paying the

cost" of training a _ierent arrival (taking a tradesn;an off the job) and seeing that

investment leave_ when the tradeSinan is called back to his previous job; Thus; in the

case of those tradesmen who complained that they did not get enough access to the

trainin center, it might be that someone is hofding Sack on releasing them fo,

,:rain:ng for fear that they will 'ease soon; This could also account for one of the
4'

major headaches-Aescribed by training people: the cEfficulty in getting production

supervision to release theiP workers for training,

The situation with the trades and the plant's dilemma of "servkrz.,, as the training

ground for the whole Rouge complex" is not liRely to be resolved at any point in the

near in meAntithe it seems that ;rie training system is indf_-eri workir.6 to

b,.ing the tradesme up to the level
4

neces-sary to maintain the eo, tipment.

TrainingOutsi-de the Plant _Floor

it is characteristic that professional's )such as managers, engineers and

accountants participate in .Various training exercises throughout their /career), and this
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is encou-aged by their employers; Such things as attending professional society

conferences, reading trade journals, and attending short courses are norm parts of a

professional job. A certain subset of tt..ls group will --so opt to take formal college

credit courses and 'often work toward higher degrees. For the most part this is not

highly structured by the employera pattern followed by Ford.

Early in the renovation period it was found that, while various members of the

staff had maintained adequate technical skills by this informal approach to continuing

education, the new situation called for some new approaches to s :amwork. It was

pointed out that the Management Launch Team was not chosen sptcifically because of

their (If complementary skills. They were, in. fact, a .mi.ure of new people
selected bj the newly appointed plant manager and others d over from the old

engine plant who needed time and support itiorder to blend tr.-..-ther-smoothly-in the

stressful si.::1,-.1.!:on of .a complete plant renovation. Therefe%:, two consultant from

the Management and Technical Training Department were retained by DEP to help

develop team Among t.k, Management Launch Team members. The first phase

of this process ...; ictol cur.:7 semmars on leadership style and communications

(Teleometrics I: ModVis for Management); order to help the participants

understand their leadership style ark. how it is perceived by their subordinates. The
-

second phase included dt:,-, collection (through private Interviews and questionnaires),

feedback to the Team, and problem identilficati6i, withir the orglnization. Causes

were addressed and actions planned; initially this two-phased process was done only

with the top management of the Launch Team, but later it was extended to all

superintendents and section supervisors. Eventually. this team building effort was

extended to includa first-line supervisors.

Planning for the renovation was In fUll swing when this training program was

irnple;nented; thus, it was imposed on top of an aireAdy, heavy work loath _The
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training occurred while the deciSicinS about new technology were being made a;id

manpower planning was in progress; This differed from the approach used with the

production and maintenance workers and their supervisors wherein ,a substantial

amount of training was done during a period of limited production.

While a series of private interviews and aiscussions were held and questionnaires

distribUted; the knowledge and experience of the training consultants were the

primary resources to implement the interactive tarn exercise. Feedback was

provided through formal sessions with tub Orditi and evalua.ion forms; Among

upper level manageri; .latisfactibn with this team buildin rtemains an important

considerzt.,,, .r. t!it sustained management training in the plant; it should be noted

here that the heaVy reliance on persona satisfaction as the basis for the evaluation,
of continuing education is not peculiar to Ford or even to the automotive industry in

the United 5:taies. Rather; it is characieristic of nearly all professional continui

education.

Other Considerations Regarding Training.

Training needt were addressed well in advarcr: of the int4odUction of new

technolugy but certainly after the new technology was chosen. Because training

considerations ,;ere. lot included in the choice of new technology; there is a
141

P of the varieues of new equipment; each piece Chosen by the Fineers

to optimize their pa4icular function or opera-,:ion. A union represent. 11

the members of the training staff pointed grit that, hat, worker' needs :ties

and training been considered earlier; wiser Choice.: could have been made;

The UAW leader,Ship was kept informed and cooperated but played a ihnited role

in the design and -development of trainipg programs; and did not raise any major

collective bargaining issues on training at the beginning of the renovation; More
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recently, issues of training have appeared in collective bargaining, and there is

evidence of increased interest by workers. Part of this is fueled by the threat of

even further layoffs and concern for those already laid off; The 1979 national

agreement contained a New Technology Letter (dated 10 -4 -79) which stated

obligations of the company when new technology was introduce;', Since the most

recent national agreement (1982); provision has been made for additional training

be administered under a new UAW/Ford National Development. and Training Center.

The first implementation of this was training for laid-off workers in areas with job

potential out_iffle of the automotive industry;

The general opinieri is that skills required of production workers have changed

by becoming more mental and less physical but the skill level has not changed

substantially (perhaps -with a hint that they have gone down a little). On the other

hand; the skill levels-of skilled tradesmen have gone up, pal- :.icularly where electronics

is involved.

Almost all training is done within exisiting job categories. Little opportunity is

provided to move to .higher level classifications, particularly during this layoff :period
.-

when new jobs simply arenot opening Lip.

Generally, everyone concerned has reacted favorably to the training program.

There was some apprehension at first. Some supervisors were reluctant at times to

remove workers from the line for training. There were ether temporary rough spots

that apparently. were ironed out with little travail. For example, there were some

union-related jurisdicriona problems; and some vendors had inadquate courses: I2 was
. ,

reported that only two or three out of a hundred skilled tradesmen refused the

offered training. And, of course, the Rougr complex bumping agreement causes a lot

of training traffic not always beneficial to DEP. The UAW has suggestechmore

centralized training at Rouge in exchange for less bumping eights, and steps are being
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taken to move in this direction; No changes are planned in policy or organization'

With regard to worker training; howeVer, there is a lot of new technology .coming in,

e.g., robots; that must be dealt with. The training program appears to be a

permanent addition to DEP.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

this final chapter, we will first summarize and integrate the findings

presented in Chapters 2 through 4. We will then discuss the policy implications of

those findin&., and indicate further research that would be worthy of consideration;

Summary and -IntegrationofFinding-s

Technology Introduction

Technology introduction in Ford Motor Company is a dynamic but evolutionary .

, -
process; It emerges from existing technology and continues to change and advance,

rather than ,remain fixed between major renovations or expansions. In our case study

of the Dearborn Engine Plant (DEP) renovation, the decision leading to technological

change was largely market-driven and involve-' complex planning on an international

scale. In other words, changes in both product technology and process technology

were not the major driving force for change, but rather were keyed to a long-term

(6-7 year), multi-based and multi-level planning procedure.

At the earily stages of the planning procedure, human resource considerations

were not prominent, but entered only in a :subtle way. These considerations became

more important and specific as site selection for production of the new engine was

decided. The consideration of worker skill requirements for the DEP renovation was

..e.arlier than in any previous Ford project' (3 years before Job I) because of tighter

production tolerances and, because of changing management- style. The early

consideration and allocation of a substantial ($7 million) training budget seemed

unprecedented.
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The choiCe of DEP for renovation and new engine production included a complex

of economic, political; social and organizational considerations. From the standpoint

Of 'a tangible cost-benefit comparison, differences among the major options were

relatively small (within about 10%). ThuS, the leSS tangible factors became pivotal in

the site selection ultimately made by Henry Ford II;

implementing the renovation, maximum use was made of internal personnel;

they worked along with outside human resources, including architectural engineers,

equipment vendert ''and others. The results of im plernentatIon apparently met or

improved upon the original targets of cost, quality and productivity. Th8 target

expenditure of $650 million for the renovation came ;;.1 an .iLnual figure of $593

million. With regard: to quality, the Objective was 15 repairs per 100 engines

produced; it -is now down to LeSS than 7 repairs per 100 engines (a 25% annual

improvement). Overall, manpower requirements have been:_-reduced by 25% in two

years (averaging better than 1% per month).

Technology diffusion during the. DEP renovation was basically a top-down

process, with the fundamental decision made at the corporate level, then transmitted

to the division and then to the plant initially,to the salaried staff and then to hourly

workers; Supervisors and maintenance managers at the plant learned about specific

technological choiceS 14 months before Job- 1; workers were informed atiout 12

months before Job r. The big change for Ford in the case of the DEP renovation

was that hoUrly workers, mostly members of the skilled trades, for the first time

were engaged in training during the pre-launch period.

By and large, the technological. innovation rocess proceeded in a smooth

fashion, although there was some resistance akin. the way. Plant production

personnel (including managers) were Seen by some as a source of resistarke, both

because they did not underStand the technology and because they perceived risks in
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getting their jobs done. A variety of cievic-es,-formal and informal, planned and

emergent, served to redute disagreements and obstacles; Training was prominent

among these.

A range of technological innovations, including flexible robots, are being

considered forfore future introduction; These innovations are considered necessary to

improve the company's competitive position in terms of product quality, production

cost and efficiency in the manufacturing process. Improvements in the technological

innovation process per se are also being considered. Such improvements fall under

such themes as: consensus and commitment at the beginning of the process;

sensitivity to external forCet; flexibility and risk-taking; integration among all parts

of the organization; incremental change; participation; and better use of human

resources. Of course, people at different levels:of the company have different

perspectives in this regard. In general, as we move down the levels of the company,

human .considerations, particularly participation, become more prominently considered

as vital elements of the innovation process. The climate within the company and the

industry is dearly moving toward further improvement in communication and worker

participation in decision making.

4ark Organization and Labor -p elaions

The total employment of hourly workers in DEP is substantially below the level

it had achieved in the 1960s. Although the reduction represents the combined effectS

of lower production levels and technological change (especially automation), estimates

made by plant personnel suggested that even if the plant were to achieve its current

production capacity, only 60% of the previous number of hourly workers would be

employed; In our, rase study fotustd on the crankshaft line, the employment impact

of automation was most evident on the grinders; There used to be 25 grinding

machines and 25 operators. Now there are 16 grinding machines and 4 operators per
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t

shift with production capability approximately equal to the old machines; One person

now does a job which previoUSly required the attention of eight.,
--I--

Theoretically; the highly automated crankshaft line can run with 'Little or no

worker attention. Sinte "normal operation" is frequently interrupted by machine

breakdowns; crankshafts not positioned properly; tools needing to be changed or

adjusted; etc.; a considerable degree ortuman judgement is still required to keep the

line running. For these reasons; there was no significant deskilling of jobs. While

some workers -do get more bored now (aS compared to their pre-vious -experience

before the renovation);. most workers find their new jobs more satisfactory --if only

because the area is cleaner and there is less heavy lifting to be done. The, are for

the most part; supportive of the rieN,14 technology and the new management emphasis

on product quality; the latter being long overdue in the opinion of many. However;

most are very aware of the_social costs of more productive equipment (in terms of

jobs lost).

There are certainly variations in workers' assessment of their work experreince

before and after the renovation. For example; most machine operators feel that the

job is now more complet in part because they have to understand the basics of the

new machines,. Those machine operators who helped the machine vendois qualify the

new equipment haVe a better mastery of the idiosyncracies of the equipment and a

higher level of pride than those who have not had similar opportunities. And;

production workers who have to cid much heavy lifting of crankshafts when the

machines break down find the Work extremely wearing;

Reduction of positions haS applied to supervisory personnel; as well. This

reduction has taken the fOrrti of the elimination of one layer of supervision in the

crankshaft area; the general supervisor and several production supervisors (formerly

referred to as "foremen"). However; changes in the supervisory structure have not;
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.as yet; increased the fldw of company information to the workers on the shop floor.

Labor-management relations in the crankshaft area Seen-Ted to be a positive

factor in the plant's efforts to undertake large-scale technological change; One of

the main fattorS underlying the "good feelings" is the respect accorded to the

superintendent which derives from his familiarity with the area and his relatively long

tenure in the crankshaft operation. On the Other hand, some production. workers

complained that newly arrived first-level supervisors are not well trained in the jobs

done by the workers and thus constitute an obstacle to the efficient functioning of

the area. There is alSO disharmony between thgi skilled tradeSmen and other

personnel (from management to non-skilled workers) in the plant. While this situation

is by no meant unique to DEP; it seems to stem from the power held by the trades

without commensurate status and authority. The skilled maintenance workers

themselves complain about the lack of preventive maintenance resulting from the

company's recent cost-cutting efforts.

While Employe Involvement (EI) is a significant program being promoted by UAW

and Ford on a coMpariy=wide basis, there was no formal El activities in the

crankshaft area at thetirrie-:of the study. This was due to the difficulty of

maintaining formal EI activities while some earti, participants had been bumped due

to seniority based job reductions and transfers. Most workers in the area did express

a need for more Communication and joint problem-solving; suggesting that more

information was necessary for them to belieye that the company was sincere in its

expressed desire to increase product quality and to involve workers in decision

snaking. Beycind the issue of how much informatidn is necessary to engage the

willing participation of workers; the most important,. question remains job security.

Training-an_d_Human Resource Development-

The Ford Motor Company used the occasion of the DEP renovation to develop
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an explicit training policy and plan related to the introduction of new technologies

which reflect major changes in production methods and procedures; An earlier
.;,

training plan. at the transmission plant in Livonia, Michigan) was revised and extended

to include the Training Launch Team and the Learning 'Center program for DEP.

This plan has since been adopted in essentially the same form at other plants,

particularly in the Engine Division. Responsibility for both the policy and the plan is

located high within the company and the Engine Division. It Was imposed upon DEP

from above but, apparently, with the full cooperation of DEP management; There is

little evidence of grass roots or shopfloor input into the various decisions made with

regard to training: = Decisions were made at higher levels and. passed ;idown to lower

levels to be carried out. However, there were few complaints about the process

from those to whom the decisions-were passed.

The new technology was selected by the management upon the advice of their

- engineers and other professionals. The trainers were then informed of the choices

and given the task of preparing the workers to use the technology. There is little or:

no evidence of any influenc_ upon the choice of technology by either he trainers or

the trainees _(workers). In a few cases; this has led to poor choices of technology or;

4erhaps more correctly; in the implementation of the new tectinology. -More

feedback, if obtained early enough,. would probably have resulted in greater efficiency.

In general; the training of production workers, skilled tradesmen and their supervisors

for the introduction of new technology was timely and went smoothly. The usual

difficulties were taken care of quickly wad efficiently; Some part of this success

must be attributed to the long lead time provided by the complete shutdown of the

plant and the retention of many workers during this shutdown period. This success

certainly is the reason Ford has extended the plan to other plants.

The Management Launch Team was selected and almost immediately went
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through a period 4 peak work load in planning and carrying out the renovation.

Training (primarily team-building) had to be imposed on top of this peak work load;

It appears that more care in the selection of the Management Launch Team (Le.,

.1,.oking for more complementary skills) and in their preparation before attempting to

plan and conduct the renovation would have been highly desirable; this is a

recognition of the fact that they had never been through a launch before. The

assessment of training needs, the conduct of the training; and the evaluation of the

effectiveneSS of the training were all placed in the hands of a small group': of

professional trainers. The assessment of needs and the evauation of the results

remain a largely indirect process; production performance measures (e.g., reject

levels, machine downtime, and quality records) do exist but provide rough. surrogates

for direct-evaluation of the efficacy of training. Even without a systematic and

objective evaluation-of training, more feedback from the consumers of the training

programfrom the trainees to the trainers-rwould be desirable.
_

From the case study focused on the crankshaft area we found that training of

"unskilled" and "semiskilled" workers since the renovation has lagged in terms of

quality and quantity when compared to the experience of the renovatioc. itself. The

machine operators in the area seem to feel that training,,as presently organized, was

neither particularly useitii nor sufficiently broad in scope; They tend to rely largely

on other hourly -workers or production supervisors to learn their jobs. Also some of

the newly arrived supervisors are ill.=equipped to train workers as.. these superVitort

are insufficiently experienced in craokshaft production themselves.

The training for skilled tradesmen and the maintenance work force appears; on-
the contrary, much less problematic. The trainees generally regard the present

training program as excellent for enlarging and/or updating their skills. 'What doeS

remain a problem fOr the training of skilled tradesmen is the Rouge-wide system of
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seniority based bumping and bidding. Because of this system, the maintenance

superintendents and supervisors are reluctant to release a tradesman for training when

-the latter is perceiVed to be someone who may be callled back to his pervious job

during or shortly after his training;

Integ -

A number of observations can be made that are either common to or cut across

all the three aspects of our case study; viz., technology intebOuction, work
organization and training. First of all, the; basic planning and decision making process

in Ford Motor Company hai not changed significantly from its traditibnal paradigm

Whichi according to our knowledge, is shared by all the major auto companies in the

United States. In his paradigm, the rationale and the process of product.

dev-elopment begin with corporate strategy formulation, followed by product planning

work and human resource considerations, in that: order. In the context of our case

study, similar rationale and process begin with -the technology introduction decision,

followed by work reorganization and training programs, in that order.

On the Other hand, practically all the Ford people with whom we have spoken,

ranging from high-positioned managers to engineers to plant supervisors, skilled

tradesmen and production workers, felt that the most innovative aspects of the DEP

renovation were not just ,technological. The "Social" (organizational and managerial)

changes were equally if not more important. These changes included, in particular,

the new participative management style and the establishment of the new Learning

Center at DEP I While all recognize the importance of combining the social and the

technological innovations in order to compete internationally, not everyone is satisfied

with what has been done to date; Nor does everyone know how to make concrete

progress in this direction from his own purview.

The importance of socio-technological innovations is well recognized by people
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above the level of those with whdm we have talked in this case study, and this'

seems to be the case on the part Of both labor and management; The policy letters

issued since 1979 by top management on quality, productivity; employe involvement

and technolegical innovation (See the Company report for detail) certainly provide
_

testimciny to this point. In our discussions with high -level managers and 'engineers;

they candidly stated that Ford's target of competition had shifted in the lat few

years from General Motors to Toyota; Hundreds of Ford peopleworkers, union

representatives; engineers and managershave visited Japanese automobile companies;

They all consider Ford's tethnology 'ahead of the Japanese, but believe that the

Japanese are ahead on the human side of the enterprise; The UAW-Ford Employe

Development and Training Program

between management and labor

technological change;

(EDTP) is solid evidence of the willing cooperation

to make simultaneous progr,ess on -social and

From what we have obServed; Ford's product planning; in both technological and

human c-:source dirrienSiOnS; has been global in its perspective; Thee

decision rationale With-reSpect te shifted from principally shqrt-term

financial approaches to increased consideration' of long-term company goals and

qualitative judgements (e;g;; more weight is given to the less tangible contribution of

technology to product quality); With respect to human resources-Tespedally training

and employe involvementboth Ford and the UAW hive made policy, statements that

are clear and have been heard by all concerned parties; However; strategic plans for

implementing these policies -appear only now to be emergng and will probably be

expanded and Operationalized as times goes on;

Admittedly, the case study we have made has been focused only on a limited

area within a particular engine plant in .Ford Motor Company. Generalization from a

-----case study is always hazardous; The crankshaft area in DEP is more or less a
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showcase of automation; However, its technology is not particularly revolutionary and

has been duplicated and improved elsewhere. The superintendent in charge of the

crankshaft ar a was a veteran of the operation and was well-liked by hiS

subordinates. We did not irrterview those workers who were in the crankshaft area

before the renovation but are no longer 'there. However, We have "spoken with all

present workers in the area., including those who were not particularly satisified with

their work. With DEP as a part of the Rouge complex, the Rouge-wide seniority

system has played havoc with the training program in DEP. However, this problem,

has only accentuated the. underlying conflict between job security and productivity;

The point we wish to make here is that the choice of DP"-, crahlc`v.;:ft area for our

case Study has not make our findings less valid than if we had chosen some other

area. AlthOugh the generalization of results from our case study, like any other case

Study, cannot be taken as definitely applicable to Ford company wide, nor to the

entire US...automobile industry, our findings can be used either at indicators of how

things are going in part of the industry or as hypotheses for larger and More rigorous

studies.

Policy Implications and R

This case study has demonstrated that the processes of technological innovation

and technological introduction are intimately tied to an organization's conception of

human resource development. and its role in the planning process. Even in the

abSence of an explicit- policy emphasizing the "place" of human resource development,

decisions are made about hurnan factors at each step, frorn strategic planning about

product markets to the physical location of new machine's and tools; In the past, ',

deLiSirS about the employment of human resources werei for the most part, accorded

a relatively low priority: they could be parcelled out to an existing industrial

relations hierarchy to "be dealt with when the actual implementation of new
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equipment was to take place. Thus, tviman resource considerations fell victim to

divisions betWeen different organizational functions (e.g.; between industrial relations

and, production Supervision and, within a division or plant; between layers of the same

funcdon): ,Moreover, pedOle whose work ultimately impacted upon other segments of

thd organization (e.g.; engineers) were far removed from observing the effectt of

their products on other rpeople; the traditional animosities between engineers and

production workers being a good example of this.

In light of recent shocks to the U.S. automobile industry and the appearance of

strong competition from .3apanese firms, human resource development has come to

have a higher profile at Ford and other companies. Yet; as this case study, has

shown; there is ro.-,n for improvement even in stuawcase situation: Qtzte simply;

human resource "management" was practiced in the DEP renoAtion; that-is; when

human resources (i.e., the existing body of skilts experience and ability residing in

-'the personnel of the company and the plant) were considered, they were considered

principallas resources to be utilized and assigned to various company tasks;

including human obstacles to be overcome, and on _ ay as resources to be

fostered and str gthened. Human resource "development," by contrast, Should

emphasize the nurturance of individual and group skills; experiences and abilities both

for the good of thc organization and for the good of the individuals and gr.jutis

involved. This implies a perception of _ employees not just as resources to allocated;

but as participants who can contribute if and when they are actively drawn into

organizational processes; particularly those invoNing change. This is especially

important if, as Ford and other companies state, they'seek to generate a willingness

on the part of all employees, salaried and hourly; to commit themselVes product

quality and ompetitiveness;

5) In .t s regard; the research team thinks it would be useful for human and social
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considerations to be taken into account in the early planning and design phases;

Staff and union representatives with a "development" (rather than a "management")

perspective on human resources should be added to the planning and design cadres to

project human consideratiort; as factor to be reckoned with; In this way; the brunt

of human resource development would not have to fall entirely on those in the lower

echelons of the firm. This might well be augmented by a closer .integration between

the various -,subsystems of the Organization; Engineering and manufacturing should be
4

more closely linked and better articulated; One suggestion along theseflinet is to

have the Launch Team constitute the initial production -Learn; as well. To the same

end; there needs to -be a better Working relationship fostered between hourl;. ard
_salaried personnel. Employe InVolvement is a first step in this direction but does not;

to date; seem Ati be working in the crankshaft area at a suffiCiently high leVel of

development to provide a solid foundation for two-way communication.

Training prOgrams should also be given earlier and closer attention in the

process of technological innovation. Programs need to be constructed well enough in

advance to allbW foe continual feedback and evaluation at different levels within the

organization. Moreover, training packages need to be interpreted for target audiences

so that there is a sufficiently clear rationale for trainees to participate; a real

connection between what they are trained to do and what their jobs actually entail;

and broader commitment frorrithe company to train in such a way that people can

develop their skillS an expand their opportunities for broader and more responsible

work in the enterprise. The Employe Development and Training Program could

provide a bate for such an undertaking; but it must be constructed with a clear

vision that training should not be limited to only technical .necessity.

A' change in the company's philosophy of human resource development will;

.however; require an unequivocal change in tne practice of the union; as well. While
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it is clear that the recent hard economic times forced the union to raihink its

reliance on highly restrictive work rules and,,job classifications) a "partnership" in

human resource development between the company and the union will necessitate

further changeS T `::= comments of machine operators in the crankShaft area= both

about their work and their attitudes toward members of the Skilled tradesindicate

an impatience with strict delineations of job responsibilities and; with therni

restrictions on their ability to learn and contribute to the process of building quality

products; Programs of human resource development=-whether in the form of "pay for

knowledge" schemes or more radical adaptations of the Japanese pay skill grades--will

require a measure of flexibility from the union which) to this point at least) has not

been particularly evident. One dear stumbling block to human resource development

will be confronted in the insistence ort_lob security for the Skilled trades (by the
-t,

i-skill-ed. trades) and lesser. guarantees for non-skilled workerS. Unless the union is

willing to deal with this inequality internally; it Will not be in a position to act as a

positive force yin human resource development. One example of this was

demonstrated clearly in the DEP case the relative intransigence of the skilled

trades in the P.ouge complex with respect to the seniority system has rendered the

Learning Center much less efficient than it could be

Suggested AdditionalResearch

pne clear item for a future research agenda comes out of our case study:

more systematic and comparative research needS to be done on the socio-

technological issues we andi we suspect; our COUriterart teams in the four other

nations) have identifie In particular, we would specify the idliciWing topics as

important for furthe investigation:

(a) the sources of resistance to technologiCal Change; i.e. , at all levels within

organizations, not just those on the shopfloOr or in the office;
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(b) effective planning and implementation of sociotechnological innovations in

which appropriate organizational and human skill changes will take place

simultaneously and coordinated with technological chInges.

(c) different experiences of firrnt in different industries, different segments of

the same industry (e.g., manufacturers and suppliers in the auto industry), and firms

of different sizes and ages.

(d) the optimal mix between centralized training (e.g., through central facilities)

and decentralized (shop floor) training.

(e) realistic and critical evaluations of the strengths and weaknesses of programs

designed to foster employe involvement and (among _salaried personnel) participative

management.

(f) development and evaluation of new incentive systems to encourage

sociotechnological innovations and employe involvement.

Additionally, we feel the findings from this case study should provide a basis for

workshops including auto industry, UAW, Department of Labor and Department of

Education representatives, along with the US. research -team, to explore the policy

implications of the research and work to develop an agenda for future policy research

and development. Specifically, we would suggest a two-step approach; iThe first

workshop should be attended by the people who have been directly involved.:;7in,

case study and Ford executives in policy-making positions. The purpose will be to:

(1) share and clarify the diverse perceptions of problems uncovered by the case study;

(2) identify positive steps for different people within- Ford (not just those involved in

the case study) to work together toward the new policy goals enunciated by Ford and

the UAW; and (3) to identify national policy implications. The second workshop will

involve officials from the U.& Departments of Labor and Education, and state and

local governments to discuss state, national, and local policies on training and

education related to automaton, on the basis of the findings of the case study and

the first workshop. ill
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APPENDIX A: Recent. Research on Issues Related to the OECD/DEP Study

Although thit case study report is presented as a relatively self=cantained
analysis, we relied on a body of comparative research to help provide questions and
directiont for our research. To avoid making the text o2 our report overly technical
_ given the broad nature of our expected audience we ccided to cite only a few
of the more` important references in the report _itself. However, listed in this
appendix is a representative sampling of some of the more recent work related to
ours.

Labor Relations and Employee Participation Efforts:

Anderson, M. "Retrenchment and Reconstruction in the U.S. Auto Industry: Labor
Management and International Implications," Future of the Automobile Program, MIT,
Working Paper U54542=1, 1982.

Bluestone, Irving. "Emerging Trends in Collective Bargaining," in Clark Kerr and
Jerome Rosow (eds.), Work in America, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1979.

Cole, Robert. Work-,--P-articipation and Mobility. Berkeley: University of California
PreSt, 1981.

_Information Systems and -Competitive Economies- Performance:
Reflection --on U.S. and Japanese Practices. Joint U.S.-Japan Automotive StUily
Working Paper # 22, Center fdie Japanese Studies, University of Michigan, 1983.

Guest, Robert H. "Quality Of Work Life: Learning from Tarrytown,". Harvard Business
Review (July- August) 1979, pp. 76-47;,

"The Sharonville Story: Worker Involvement at Ford Motor Company
Plant," in R. Zager and M. Rosow (eds.), The innovative Organization: Productivity
Programs in Action, New York: Pergamon PreSs/Work in America Institute- Series,
1980.

Katz, Harry, Thomas_ A. Kochari and KennethGobeille. "Industrial RelzAiOnS
Performance, Economic Performance and the Effects of Quality of Working Life
Efforts: An Inter -Plant AnalySit," MIT, Sloan School of Management, mimeo, 1981.

Landen, D.L. and Howard C. Carlson. "Strategies for Diffusing, Evolving and
InstitutLonalizing Quality of Work Life at General Motors," in R. Zager and M Rosow
(eds.), The_Innovative-Orroductivity Programs in Actin, New York:
Pergamon Press/ Work in America Institute Series, 1980.

Parker, Mike and Dwight Hansen; "The Circle Game," in The -Pro-gressi-v-e, (January)
1983, pp. 32=35.

Savoie, Ernest. "The New UAW-Ford Agreement: Its Worklife Aspects," in The Work
Life Review, 1982, 1(1): 1-10.

Simmons, John and Robert Mares. Working Together: New York: Knopf. 1983.
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Thomas, Robert 3. "Participation and Control: New Trends in Labor Relations in the
Automobile_Industry," Center for Research on Social Organization, University of
Michigan (330 Packard St. Ann Arbor, MI 48109). Working Paper #315, 1984.

Thomas, Robert 3. and Haruo Shimada. "Human Resource Development and Labor
Relations," in The AmericanandJapanese Auto Industries in Transition: Report of the
Joint U.S.-Japan Autam-ati-veStudy, Center for Japanese Studies, University of
Michigan, 1984.

Productivity and Cost Analyses:

Abernathy, W.J.. The Productivity Dilemma. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1979.

Abernathy, W.J.,_ K.B. Clark and A:M. Kantrow, "The New Industrial Competitidn,"
Harvard 'Business Review (September October) 1981, pp. 6841.

Abernathy, W.3., J.E. Harbour and I.M. Henn, "Productivity and Comparative Cost
Advantages: Some Estimates for Major Automotive Harvard Business
School Working Paper, 1981.

Flynn, Michael S. Differentials. in Vehicles' Landed Casts: Japanese V-shiciesi-n_the
U.S. Marketplas-s in Joint U.S.-Japan Automotive Study Working Paper #3, Center for
Japanese Studies, University of Michigan, 1982.

A Note on the Treatment-of Labor Content as a Source of the
Manufacturinc, Cost Differential. laint U.S.=Japan Automotive Study Working. Paper #
20, Center for Japanese Studiet, University of Michigan, 1983.

Compensation Levelsanti--Systems: Implications for Organiz.atiarial-
Com etitiveneSS in the U.S. andJapanese_Automotive Industries, Jaint U.S.=Japan
Automotive Study Working Paper # 21, Center for Japanese Studies, University' of
Michigan, 1984.

Harbour, J.E. "Comparison and Analysis of Automotive Manufacturing Produttivity in
the Japanese and North American Automotive Industry for the Manufacture of
Subcompact and Compact Cars," (Harbour and ASScitiates), Inc., 1980, 1931.

Pucik, Vladimir. "Human Resource Developirient: Management and Technical
Personnel," in Tie- American and Japanese Auto Industries in Report of the
Joint US.-3apan Automotive Study, Center for Japanese Studies,. UniVerSity of
Michigan, 1984.

Internationalizaiio-n and Its Consequences for Domestic Auto Production:

Bittlingmayer, George. The_Market for Automobiles and the Futureaft-heAutomobile
Industry. Joint U.S.=Japan Automotive Study Working Paper # 2, Center for Japanese.
Studies, University of Michigan, 1983.

Cohen, R. "International _Market PoSitiont, International Investment Strategy and
Domestic Reorganization Plans of the U.S. Auto Makers," MIT Future of the
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Automobile Program, Working Paper

Cole; Robert and Richard Hervey;
.Joint- ..7701F.

U5-B-82-5, 1982:

Internationalization of the
U.S.-Japan Automotive Study

Auto Industry: Its
Working Paper II 1,

Center for Japanese Studies; University of Michigan, 1983. -

Johnston, W. "Issues in Multinational Sourcing - of Production,"
Automobile Program, Working Paper US-B-82=6, 1982.

MIT Future of the

Kamathi Rajan and Richard C. Wilson. Characteristics of the U.S. Automotive
Supplier Industr Joint U.S.-Japan Automotive Study Working Paper # 10, Center, for
Japanese StUdies, University of Michigan; 1983.

Likes, Jeffrey and Richard C. Wifson. Desi-gn- and Manufacture of Automotive
Components: TWGCas-.1.-vc_c..s of US. Practice. Joint U.-Japan AUtomotive Study
Working Paper 11 15, Center for Japanese Studies, University of ,Michigan, 1983;

New Production Technology and Its Impacts:

Bluestone, :Lief y and Bennett Harrison. The Deindustrialization of America. New York:
Basic Books, 1982.

Bright; James R. "Does Automation Raise Skill Requirements?" Harvard Business
Review, (July) 1958, pp. 85-98.

Cohen, R. "The Employment Consequences of Structural Changes in the Auto
Industry," MIT Future of the Automobile Program, Working Paper US-B-81-2; 1981.

Ferman, L. and J. Gordus (eds.). Menta-1-1--leal-th--an_d_the_Economy Kalamazoo; MI:
W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, 1979.

Ginzberg, Eli. "The Mechanization of Work," in The Mechanization of Work (Scientific
American); San Francisco: W.D: Freeman; 1982;

Gunn; Thomas; "The Mechanization of - Design and Manufacturing" in The
Mechanization' of Work (Scientific American), San Francisco: W.D. Freeman* 1982.

Leontief, Wassily. "The Distribution of Work and Income," in The Mechanization of
Work (Scientific American), San Francisco: W.D. Freeman, 1982.

Luria, Dan and Jack Russell. Rational--Iteindustrialization. Detroit: Widgetripper Press,
1981.

Wilson; Richard C. Future Automotive. Factories: S eculative Models. Joint U.S. -Japan
Automotive Study Working Paper # 12, Center for Japanese Studies, University of
-Michigan, 1983.

Womack; J. and D. Jones, "The Competitive Significance of Government Technology
Policy in the_ Auto Sector,". MIT Future of the Automobile Program, Working Paper
US/UK-A-82=2, 1982.
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APPENDIX B: FORD'S DEARBORN ENGINE PLANT

The Dearborn Engine Etant (DEP) is located in Dearborn, Michigan, at the Ford
Rouge Complex., The plant was built in 1941 by the U.S. Government to mar...facture
aircraft engines. In 1947, after the end of World War 11; this plant was purchased by
the Ford Motor qompany, initially as a parts warehouse and, since the early 1950's,
mainly to produce automobile engines; The construction of the plant is unusual for
an engine plant in that, it is a two-story mwufacturing facility;

By the mid-1970's, the manufacturing facilities in this plant, where V8 engines
had been built for 'large passenger cars and trucks, became outdated. Between 1978
and 1980, a 600-million dollar rehabilitation and expansion converted the facilities to
produce 1.3/1.6-liter engines, accompanied by significant technological changes,-
especially in the form of computer-aided automation. About 5,000 people had been
employed to work in DEP. It is said that Mr. Henry Ford II was involved-in making
the decision to locate the new facilities at DEP, instead of some new location, in
order to keep the work force in Dearborn. The plant has the carzcity to _produce
about 3,000 engines per dayi-or about one million engines per year; Practically all
workers have over 10 years experience due to a considerable reduction in personnel in
the plant and in the Ford Rouge Complex based upon seniority;

The plant provides an interesting and useful site for the OECD case_study for
several reasons. First, significant technological changes _took place at DEP fairly
recently and within a relatively short period. It is therefore feasible to discuss with
various parties to get their impressions of the plant and their work, before and after
the plant renovation. Second, many people at the plant have been interested and
actively support or participate in training programs. In fact, there is a new learning
center located within DEP. Furthermore, the management, the union representatives,
and many wot:-ers at DEP have expressed interest and willingness to cooperate with
the researchers in tte OECD case study; This last point is certainly important; and
it was achieved through the effort of the key people at DEP as well as the company
headquarters who are in Ford's Employe Involvement (EI) program;

In recent years, the Ara Motor Company and the United Auto Workers (UAW)
have both recognized the need for technological progress, on the one hand, and the
potential impact of such progress on the function performed by the unionized workers
an the other hand. To deal with this issue jointly, a National Committee on
Technological Progress, consisting of equal representation from the Company and and
UAW, was established after the 1979 agreement. The Company also promised to
make available appropriate specialized training programs for employees to perform
new or changed work resulting from introduction of new technology.

More recent (1981) policy documents from. Ford's top management have explicitly
stressed technological innovation and productivity improvement; One could take these
as indicators of company policy trends, shifting relative emphasis from such short-
term goals as cost reduction toward the longer-term goals of technological leadership
acid human resource development; The policy letter on productivity includes such
statements as "Productivity improvement is achieved through a blending of human,
capital, and material resources;" and "Employees. areprovided appropriate training
and a secure, participative work environment." This research will provide an
opportunity to examine how these policies are reflected by what actually took place
at DEP, as perceived by the. various parties both at the plant level and at the
division and higher levels.
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In keeping with the OECD project guidelines, two unitsone involving primarily
hourly workers and the other mainly salaried workerswere to be chosen Within DEP

zrz. foci for the case study. This was discussed at a meeting involving the plant as
well as the company headquarters personnel, the UAW local unit chairman, and the
research team. Those who were present at the meeting (and two previous ones) are
listed in at the end of this appendix.

BetWeen the two obvious candidates for the productiw unit, viz», the hot test
area and the crankshaft line; a group _consensus emerged for selecting the crankshaft
line. Bioth areas had undergone massive renovation in which ;ob changes were
significant, fewer workers were needed to run the operation, and some training was__-_
neceSsary. The hot test area, however, included very few workers who were there
both° before and after the .change; The crankshaft area included a number of workers
who had been there both before and after; therefore, it was the logical Choice. If

time and resources had permitted, the hot test area would also have been a useful
area for study, since it differs in several interesting ways from the crankshaft area.

It was believed that the hourly and salaried units should be functionally- linked to
make the case study meaningful. The decision was therefore made to conSider one
unit to consist of all the hourly prodlictioo workers on the crankshaft lihe. The other
unit was to be a composite of mostly salaried but also some hourly workers, including

all the production supervisors, Skilled trades workers; the process engineers, and the
plant engineers, all of whom have some work functions on the crankshaft line;
Although the locuS of the case study was on DEP's crankshaft area, numerous
discussions Were alSO held with_personnel at the company headquarters and at the
Engirie DiviSiOn in order to collect all' the relevant information. The technical
description of the Crankshaft_line at DEP is given in Appendix C.
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Particifiants in the Ford-SEARIM Meetings

Ford Motor Company

c; Headquarters
John ReeSe
Ernest Savoie

Bill Pickel
Robert Shook

Dearborn Engine Plant
Eugene Wise
Walter Richburg
Roy Goinu
John Shaw
Miro Suga
Gary KaVanagh
Jerry-Thorn
William:Kirkpatrick
Torn Lobeck
Mike Fi-at

University of

Faculty
Kan Chen

Joe G. Eis ley
Jeffrey K. Liker

Jack Rothman
Robert J. Thomas

ReSearch :Assistants
--- Darlene Nichols

Deborah O. Liker
Paul Appansamy

Director; Union AffairS
Director; Labor Relations Planning and
Employment_
Supervisori Employe Involvement Planning
Engine Division Employe Involvement and
Training Manager

Plant Manager
First Viice=President; Local 600; UAW
Industrial Relations Manager; DEP
Plant Engineering Manager; DEP .
Process Engineering Manager; DEP
Area Manager; DEP
Area Manager; DEP
Shift Operations Superintendenti DEP
UAW District Committeeman; DEP
Superintendent; Crankshaft Area; D.EP

Michigan - UTEP/SEARIM*

Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
ProfessOr of Aerostace Engineering
Assistant_Professor of Industrial and Operations
Eriiiineering
Professor of Social Work
Assistant Professor_ of Sociology and Faculty
Associate; Center for Research on Social
Organization

Sociology Ph.D.'student
UTEP Ph.D. student
Research Assistant
UTEP Ph.D. Student

*UTEP Ph.D. Prograth in Urban; Technological and Environment Planning; an
interdisciplinary and intercollegiate program with the University of.
Michigan.

SEARIM = Socioeconomic Aspects of robotics and Integrated Manufacturing, a unit
within UTEP.
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APPENDIX C: Technical Description of Crankshaft Machining Process

The crankshaft machining process is best described in terms of the sequence of
different operations which are performed; The following text briefly discusses each
operation.

Note:
#10 - #80,

(1) At the_ time of this stiidy, there were three linOs of operations (op)
all fel. the 1.6liter engine.

(2) Operation (op) #110 was originally set up for additional sel.1
grinding. It has since been combined with op #85 -- rough grinding of the main
bearings and the rear seal.

(3) Op #140 was originally set up for fillet rolling; it has since been
eliminated;

Operati ons

#10"mill ends"rough Milling of ends to get the approximate length;

#20"mass center"this is the Schenck mass balancing system; If done well, there is
no need for mass removal at cp #150. The system wi ttir ankshatt around to
determine the centering line and then to drill the holes at both ends automatically.

#30"mill notches"the notches are required for later steps of the turning operation.
The crankshaft will be grabbed by fixtures at these notches since end driving is not
desirable; The notches serve no useful function in the car. Tolerance: .005".

#40"quality casting"this step is to verify that the castings do not have bulges;
etc., which may damage the expensive tools in op #50. The verification is-done by
spring-loaded fingers;

#50"turn mains"machining the mains to desirable dimension around the main axis;

#60"turn pins"machining the pins to desirable dimension, turning around the main
axis with tools controlled by cams.

#70"drill oil holes"--the holds are drilled at a slant angle from the pins to the
mains. Each hole is drilled in 4 sequential steps in order to speed up the production
line. This creates some manufacturing problems in lining up the drills in the later
steps with the partially drilled holes.

#80-- "finish ends " to drill holes, machine flanges, etc., at both ends of the
crankshaft:

#85"rough grind main bearings and rear seal"using grinding wheels to
tolerance.

i1 90"finish grind mains " - -grind to + .0003" on the mains, including size
(of 3 diameters-on-each of the fivemains).

get ± .0004"

and tapering

#100"grind poste and front seals"

#120"grind pins"--the grinding rotation is now centered around each of the pins,
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With the mains at both ends rotated off center (offset = the "throw" between the
mains and the pins);

#130-7"finish turn and mil!"--milling the crankshaft key and timing notch, also
cburring the key and oil holes.

#1.50 -= "balancing" -- Gilman system: checking dynamic balance pid 14movirig weight by

drilling in two step= the first set removing metal near the center, and the second
set near the ends of the crankshaft. \

#160 =- "polish" --use polishing cloth at DEP versus paper oolishi\elsewhere (raper breaks
more frequently).

#170"flush " uss high pressure wahsing solution to get rid of find lo-OSe metal in oil
holes.. The operation is enclosed in a closed chamber. .

(Between ops #170 and #180: back pressure air gaup to *tett broken drills in oil
holes, or even absence of oil holes);

#180"washwash with coolant to bring crankshaft to ambient temperature for

inspection (ma& by Dar).

#190 "gauge"-45 readings from air-to-electronic gauges: autematit inspection of the
mains and manual inspection for the.pins and other characterilstics._

Commentson_new_technologjes in the crankshaftarea:-
1

(a) Robots are.being considered for loading crankshaft castings.

(0) Gilman dynamic balancing_ is not to be replaced by anther Scherik=znass
\,

balancing. What makes sense would be to tie each of (the Gilman Machines

to one of the Schenk machines for feedh:stk-.... iju.st ent of the Sch k.

Current4 there are 3 Schenks and 4 Gilmans. A ankshaft may be
balanced in any combination of Schenk avid Gilmanno # for indiVid

cranks. .

(c) Laser light balancing mali...be considered for replacing Gil balan

system;

(d) Optical gauge_ (by DeFracto) is t in the crankshaft line. It may\be_wed
to check polishing output (after op #160).

(e) Contact gauges (Marposs) are used in the grinding process.'

(f) The 138 characteristics are throughout
single point on the line.

1

(g) Statistical Process Control' (5PC),is cbne off tine at the superintendent's
uffice.

the entire line, not at a

(h) Programmable Controllers ,(0c) are used on almost every machine; The

exceptionS are ops #30 (notch miller), #160 (polisher) and #180 (washer);
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(i) Dedicated robots (by Brettrager of Saginawi MI) are used to do pick-and-
place operations in the grinding area,

(j) Flexible robots are being considered for both oil hole ceburring (op #130) as
well as loading the front end of the line (op #10).

(k) Monorail conveyor adjustments for "raise and transfer" are probably at the
towers near the grinding area.

Other comments:

(a). The overall tolerance of the final product is .0005" at the mains and the
pins.

(b) After operation #90, one out of every 15 crankshafts_ it _mancially checked
with gauges.

(C) An optical comparator (made by Schen. Tumico),is used to check one
crankshaft carefully for each shift.. The display gives a 20:1 enlargement
for easy reading.

?"
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APPENDIX D: DETAILED LISTING OF -RESEARdi QUESTIONS BY AREA

_ThiS appendix lists the_ principal research questions in the three areas suggested
by OECD; viz., Technology Introduction, Work Organization, and Training.

I.--Questions on Technoloduction
._.

The questions were grouped' according to the following framework: .

Decision Leading Actual Process Changes-
,
on

Up, to Change of-Change Current Agenda

Rationale or
Performance Al C 81 Cl
Social ProceSS A2 ? B2 C2

Al: Decisions Leading up to the'Change=-Rationale or Performance

AP.

1. What led to the oecision to develop the new engine? What other options were

considered? Why w DEP chosen for the renovation Lim tead of other engine

plants? Did this include aspects of_implementation?07.

2.. Was a cost-benefit type of analysis done on the DEP renovation?

3; Did the new technology, as conceived, involve more or less simple adopting of

'existing methods or did it require more marked innovationlinvention?_ Wat the

new technology Compatible with existing procedures and norms at Ford?

Did employment and human resources fattOrs affec selection of DEP? Was

there a deliberate consideration of acquiring the ski requirements from external
versus internal laboi sources? W-: rationale was used in comparing the pros

and cons of these two generic sijUri:..c.-s: What were the constraints, if any, in
considering_ external and internal human, resources? Was there any explicit
decision made to Acquire certain ratios betWeen the two sources in each
Category or in aggregate? Were there differences am ong different
organizational levels concerning preferences for inta-nal- versus external labor
sources? Did any Of the 'changes undertaken require approval by the union?

A2: Decisions Leading up to the Change--aocial Process of Change

1. What were Ford's corporate planning procedures_ and process that led to the
decisiOn Of the renovation of the Dearborn Engine ..pAant? Who were the key
individuals- and units involved in the decision? What was the general time line

and stages of planning?

2. At what level "did the consis*ration of human resource ckvelopment first appear?

At what point in time in technological planning did this consideration enter?
What were the various_ positions taken concerning employment implications by
occupational category? _How did these divisionti manifest, themselves? What

argumentation tactics,_ if any, were manifested? IWere there any mechanisms for

conflict resolution? Were there any Linge5ing dissatisfactions?-

3. Did the Ford people in .various relevant tibitticinS participate in changes akR:itit
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training? If so, at what level of training?' What group (salaried, hourly,
managerial)? What was each one's role or contribution?

4. At what point was there an actual design of a technological
introduced this initially? What other levels considered it?
organizational potential for innovation?

B1: Actual Process of Social ChangeRationale or Performance

package? Who
What wag--the

I; Did the technology, as actually designed, involve simple adoption of innovative
technology or "reinvention"? Was the new technology, as developed, conipatible
with the actual norms and procedureS of the organization?

Were any outside consultants used regarding the shift changes in training or
labor relations? How much did the experience of changes in the Lima Engine
Plant affect the way things were done at DEP?

3. How far have the results matchedp to original eicpettations in terms of` cost,
quality_, engineering tithe, energy, inventory, downtime, etc., at the plant level
of DEP, and at the leVel of the crankshaft unit? If the results have differed,
to what is this attributable?

B2: Actual Process of ChangeSocial Processes That Occurred

1. At what point.tdid each of the different personnel levels learn of the change?
Which ones were actually involved in decision making and in what ways?

2. Were there different perspectives or conflicts arriong. the levels? How were
these treated (resolved, ignored, overridden)? If some levels did not participate
in actual decision frialcing, at what point were they informed, how were they
informed, and tcoW Were their questions or concerns dealt with? Was feedback
taken into account, and what time line was provided for the provision of
feedback?

3. What Were the various pOsi,tiaken concerning employment implications by
occupational category?

I

4. Have you taken training? U so, what courses or programs? How did you learn
about them? *Were you assigned or did you volunte_er? Has the training
-contributed directly to your job-performance? Indirectly? Not at all?

5. How were the differences dealt with? What level of satisfaction was reached?
Was resistance encountered -based on employment concerns? Were innovation
and promotion procedure introduced alleViate or deal with employment
concerns? Were there any lingering diSSatiSfactiollS? How far has monitoring
and evaluation had an impact on subsequent developments? What levels were
involved in evaluation and in what ways?

CI: Changes on Current Agenda--Rationale or Performance

1. What further technological changes are being considered or introduced?

2. What is the rationale for the change?
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C2: Changes on Current AgendaSocial Procett

I. What are you doing differently now in introducing change as a result of your
experience at the DEP?

2. Are there changes taking place in the monitoring and evaluation of results; as
measured against original expectations? If yes, what are these changes and why
are they being made? If to; thould some changes be made and for What

reasons?

3; What are the main factor§ that are being considered in evaluation procedures?

QuestionsonWork_Organization

A. Questions for HOUrly and Salaried Employees Directly Involved in the Production
Process

The primary objective was to assess the effects of technological changes on
changes in the job content; work groups lines of authority; work attitudes;
recruitment/selection procedures and communication patterns.

I; Changes in job content.
a. Task VarietY = Is there more or less variety in tasks required as a result of

the change?
b. Tatk Complexity = does the j,ob involve more or less complex handreye

coordination? Decision=making?
c. Feedback Generated = (by task itself) - Do the workers know how they are

doing? Do they see some change in the product as a result of their
efforts?

d. AutOnOmy = How much latitude do the workers havel.in choosing work
methods; deciding the sequence of operations, and pacing the work? Can

they control their own breaks?
e. Task Significance - To, what extent do the workers feel the job "really

counts?" Doestheir job have considerable impact on other people inside or
outside the organization?

2. Changes in Work groups. Does the work require the workert to talk and work
with any new people? Do they have more or less of an opportunity to talk and,

work with Othert? Did any of their friends get transferred or laid off as a
result of the recent -changes? Do they still have an opportunity to see their
friends inside or outside work?

3. Lines Of--author Do workers have more of an opportunity to participate in
significant decisions? Is there a change in reporting relationships? Is there a
change in management style? Is the Work more or less closely supervised or
monitored (include mechanical checkt and controls)?

Job status. Do workers feel more or less respected under the new
circumstances?

5. Worker safety an-dhealth._ Is the new job more or less hazardous? As the
physical working conditions (e.g,, noise; lighting; need to bend in uncomfortable
ways) improved or mace,unpleasant?
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6. Job tatisfacti-on-.- Is the job more or less satisfying? If there is a change, to
what can it be attributed?

B. Questions for Salaried Employees and Skilled TradeS Support Units

1; Has their status changed in the plant? Are they taken more seriously
management? By production workers?

2. Questions above on job content apply here as well;

3. Do they have inore or less authority? Are their recommendations used more?

4. Have communication patterns- changed? Do they work more Closely with design
engineers? Do they work more closely with first-line superviSorS? Production
workers?

Have there been changes in recruitment/selection? For example, are they hiring
more people with computer experience or other specialized knowledge?

.

Are they more or less satisfied with their jobs? More Oi* less secure in their
jobs?

7; Have work pressures increased? Do they feel pressured to learn more rapidly
than was true in the past? Do they feel threatened by the speed of change?

C. Questions for Union and Company Personnel, in Management and Labor Relations

1. Union involvement in the change process; When did union first- learn of the
proposed changes and what has been the level of participation /involvement in
the implementation of the change? What mechanisms, if any, were established
to make sure of worker input into the change process?

2. Union-management harmony of conflict. Has the crankshaft change resulted in
more or less conflictful relations _between management and union personnel?
Have there been conflicts over specific dimensions/issues of the change and not
others?

3. Reactions to change. How has the unisvesponded to these changes? What in
general were union membership reactions to these changes? What major
grievances_; if any, arose from these changes? Were any new provisions added
td the contract due to these changes?

4. ReStructuririglabor union roles in the post-change period.-
To what extent is the job of the union steward and forerhan different now than
it was before? What changes in job content, if any, occurred as a result of the
change?
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III. Questions On Tec-hnological_Change and Training.

A. General Training Policy

1. Is there an explicit training policy linked to the introducticin Of new technology?

Who has the responsibility for the development and impleinentation of training
policy?

3. Have any new institutions been created for the planning and implementation of
training policy? Are they enterprise-based or cooperative (e.g., with other
private or public institutions)? How are they funded? How are they related to
Union/management negotiated deciSions on future training needs and facilities?

B. Training Policy and Decision Making ab-out Technological Change

1. How far was training policy integrated into planning the introduction of new
technology?

2. When do training needS get considered in the timing of technological
clo pm en ts? ;-

3. Was training provided in advance of introduction Of new technology?

far in advance? To whom? By whom?

4. What_ levels of training personnel are involVed? Coorporate?
Plant?

If so, how

Divisional?

5. Who are the parties involved in making decision regarding the timing and
content of training?

C. Data Bases and Decision Making about Technological Change

1. How are training needs arialyZed and defined? What sort of days' are used in

decision making? What role did seniority and bumping procedures play in

decision making about training needs and sites?

2. What skill inventories (if any) does the company, maintain? Has the new
technology led to greater specificitylgenerality/pOlyvalerice in skills?

3; Are decisiont about training needs made in terms of individualized learning

programi, work group programs or unit-wick programs?

4. How are decision made about the location of training?

D.

1.

2:

Contents and Duration of Training

What are the characteristics of the contents of training required, or highly:
recommended, for various personnel (management, salaried workers and hourly:.

workers) as a result of the renovation?

Are social skills considered important for management, salaried and hourly'
workers? If so, how are these skills being developed for these personnel through
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3. Are basic educational skills (English, mathematics, etc.) included any of the
training modules?

4. What had been the minimum duration of training required for managErnent,
salaried and hourly workers in DEP before they were considered sufficiently
upgraded to perform their functions after the renovation?

E. Training; Technological Change and Employee Reactions

1; What have been the Wcxklo-rce reactions to implications of technological change
for their' own training? Does this vary by skill level, former job or job
classification? What has been the union's involvement in and reaction to
training for technological change?

2. HoW &cWo-ri making about training needs and training programs relate to
matters of collective bargaining?

3.. How abet training fot and .following technological change relate to programs of
Employe involvement? To new method of statistical quality control?

F. Distribution and Evaluation

1. How is the training distributed betWeen occupational categories? What impacts
have training programs had On skilled trades apprenticehship programs?

2.; Who are the major providers-of training?

3. What changes in training provision (form or content) are expected with the
development of the FORD/UAW National Skills Development Center?

. How is training evaluated (e;&;., at corporate, divrtiOrial, plarit and individual
level)? How are the results fed baCk to those involved (as trainers, and
students)? What rewards or incentives are-involved (e.g., internal promotion; or
a universally valid qualification or credential)?
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APPENDIX : Relevant Aspects of Union-Management Agreements Covering
Dearborn Engine Plant and the Rouge .CompleX

A full explanation of the rules_ and regulations pertaining to employment in the
U.S. auto induStry cannot be accomplished in a few pages. The 1982 -collective
bargaining agreement between Ford and the United Automobile Workers fills 221
pages by itself; that document is supplemented by lcital agreements for each of the
company's major facilities; Local agreements can run several hundred _pages in length
themselves; Thus; rather than attempt an exhaustive review, we provide here a brief
summary covering_ one important segment of labor practice: the seniority system.
This summary attempts to describe the major features of the seniority' system and to
indicate their application to the Dearborn Engine Plant and the Rolige complex.

A central provision of the labor contract negotiated between the UAW and the'
automobile manufacturers is the seniority agreement. Seniority rights are extended to
all hourly employees after they have worked for the company beyond a sPecified
probationary period. The seniority system protedtt employees from arbitrary
treatment in times of shifts in employment levels (e.g., during periods of reduction_in
the work fOrce) and provides a measure of employments security which increases with
time in the company;

HOwever, as one might discern from the amount of attention it commands in

the collective bargaining agreements, seniority is an important mechanism in a variety
Of other labor practices; For example, seniority plays -an important role with respect
to movement between jobs "(i.e4 what is referred to as bidding) employees are free
to apply (bid) for posted openings in jobs and the relative seniority of the applicants
is used as a filtering deVice in determining which applicants are eligible. In the case
where seniority s equal, or a rase can be:made for the special qualifications -of a
less senior applicant, seniority considerations may drop out of the process; however,
relative seniority ten& to remain one, if not the central, factOr in decisions to fill
vacancies. Seniority also counts heavily in applications for change of shift (or efforts
to avoid being moved horn one shift to another).

_
Seniority provisions uslfally apply to the unit or facility in which the person is

employed, not to the company as a whole. In other words; an hourly worker achieves
and accumulates seniority in the facility (one plant or a set of allied plants) which
constitutes the local bargaining unit. Thus, an employee in Plant "X" at Ford. Motor

Company will accumulate seniority there if, by agreement of the company and the
union, Plant X is considered a separate unit. The employee's seniority applies only to
Plant X. In case a work force reduction occurs, workers will be laid off in order of

seniority, from lowest to highest, and recalled in the opposite order. The employee
at Plant X, howeier, hat priority over other laid-off Ford workers (i.e., from outside
Plant X); More than one plant can be included in the unit; bUt, even in those cases,
priority is usually given to employees from individual plants.

The seniority system is also connected to distinctiOnt that are made between
different categories of jobs- speaking, there are three general groups of jobs

outlined by the collective bargaining agreement: non=classified jobs (e.g., assembler);
classified jobs (e.g., semi-skilled jobs like that of job setter, production checker or
inspector); and the skilled trades (e.g., electricians, tool and die. makers, machine

repairers, and millwrights). An employee accumulates general seniority in the plant
or unit in which he/she works; additionally, he/she accumulates seniority in a job
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group. Hence; someone may have 15 years seniority at Plant X; but only 5 years
seniority as an electrician if he/she has only been an electrician for 5 years;
Moreover, seniority in a job group serves as a Selection mechanism for determining
the order of lay-off in cases where different job groups are differentially effected by
a work force reduction; Hence; someone with 5 years seniority in the skilled trades
will be laid off before someone with 6 years seniotity the same trade; Seutority
by job group tends to follow the same organitational boundaries as general seniority
(by plant or unit); There are some unique caseS; however.

The Rouge complex is one such case. In the Rouge; seniority tends to be haSed

first by plant or unit and secondarily by jot gtoup.=;-exceptfor the skilled trades.
Seniority calculations for the skilled trades units (broken into construction and

maintenance; tool and die; and transportation) cover the entire Rouge complex
(including the steel mill). AS a result, bidding for job openings and the Shifting
(bumping) which occurs during times of reduction or expansion in employment take
place across all the plants in the complex; For example; reductions in employment

at the steel plant the jobs most favored by many skilled tradesmen) will,result in a
process of bumping down the seniority list among tradesmen and; consequently; a
shifting in skilled trades personnel from plant to plant in order of seniority;
Likewise; when the 'steel plant rehires (or openings develop as a result of retirements
there); bidding will follow with movem?...pt go fill the chain Of vacancies created;
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APPENDIX F: Training Budget; Representative Flow Chart and Contents

Thi.1 appendix contains three sets of materials: (1) summary of the training
budget (and actual costs through June 1979) for the renovation Erika project;
(2) the flow chart and contents of training for new supervisort and (3) the.rflow
chart and contents of training for technical indirect labor (espeically electriZians).
Although much more information about training materials has been made available to
us; we only excerpted the representative materials which are .referred to in the text
of this report;
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ERIKA TRAINING BUDGET - COST SUMMARY

BALANCE
REMAININGi:

PROJECTED
COSTS

ACTUAL 1978/79
COSTS THROUGH
JUNE 1979

) Management/Supervisory -4' $ 377,515(I) $ 16,655 $ 360,860

J To Clinical/Professional
51,895(2)

9,795 42,100

) Indirect Labor ..; 4,866,027(3)(4) 496;509 4,369,518

) Direct Labor 264,202(3) . 464 -261,738

i Other Adfiddiated Training 775,248 245,622: 529,626

Program COst6

VOTEi

TOTAL $ 7691045 $ 5,565,842

(1) Includes travel and living expenses, conaultant fees, seminar and facility' costs.

In addition, this figure only reflects salaried wages for new hourly supervisors
for seven (7) weeks at an average salary of $1500 a month.

(2) Includes travel and living expensenoseminar and facility costs. Salaried wages

are not included in this figure.

(3) Hourly training includes both travel and living expenzes and average wages paid
per hour including 85% fringe and $1.37 COLA.

(4) Indirect labor costa include $3,549,000 for training 100 new apprentices. Approxi

mutely $1,115,000 of thie has been saved due to the delayed hiring (Feb thru
June 1979) of these apprentices.
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ERIKA TRAININGBUDGEtESTIMATEIItcer_stmart

MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY PROGRAM COST VARIABLES

PROJECTED
NUMBER ,

TO BE

TRAINED

PROGRAM

COST PER

PARTICIPANT

TOTAL
PROGRAM
COSTS

$ 280,875

4120

38,000

17,500

24,075

5,445

7,500

o Hourly Supervisor Development 1) $1500 base rate

Program 2) Seven7week training

period

o Potential Problem Analysis $103 per person
Seminar

o Team Building Facility Costs

$2500 per program (3)

o Salaried Supervisor Ifiatitat $350 per person

o Hourly Supervisor Institute $225 per person

o M.S.S.S. Assessor Certification $495 per person

o :Problem Analysis Seminar $ '75 per person

TOTAL MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY TRAINING COSTS

107

41

50

107

11

100

$ 2,625

103

927

350

225

495

75

'4 $-377,15
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fTEN

vendor Training at

Vendor Facility

Vendor Training-
Skilled Trades at

Dbn. Eng. Pit.

Vendor Training Non-

Skilled Trades at

Dbn. Eng. Pit.

Apprentice Training

curly Orientation

Relay Logic

Basic Electronics
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ERIKA TRAINING-BUDGET

PROJECTED

COST SPENT

24499 $:303o

360,912

1

BALANCE

$ .2381968

DESCRIPTION

Vendor viaittitionii by skilled

tradesmen to learn trouble=.

_shooting techniques during

debugging of equipment.

9,710 351,202 On-the-job training conduct-

ed by key vendor personnel

during machine installation,

debugging and tryout

388 1680

1,549,006: 364;000 3i086i000

70i092 * . 0

11460 5042 5,818

60402 12,7

70,09?

On-the-Job training conduct-

ed by key vendor personnel

during machine inotallatiO6
debugging and tryout

Corpbfate-apprentice_train-

ing program

6-hour orientation to

Eiig Pit.

training summary on

page 44

See training summary on

page 44

risk -,;

timing bcoomen

a problem

minimal time

to train

paraonneI at

Dbn. Eng. Pit.

kl riok

High riik

risk

Medium risk

M rink

risk
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lie Hydraulics $

ERIKA TRLENING BUDGET - INDIRECT LABOR

lcontld)

PROJECTED

COST

15,184

iie Pneumatics 18,705

Allem Analysis Seminar 89,00

3grammabie Controller 5,994

lematic Interpretation

illation to Metric 47,880 *

idamentalo of Gasoline 6,840

sines

SPENT BALANCE

$ 0 15,184

0 18-705

0 89,28C

5,994

1,476 46,404*

1,152 5,6b8

INDIRECT liBOR

INC COSTS y PALM.. $ 496,509 $41369532

DESCRIPTION

See training summary on

page 44

See training summary on

page 45_

Training prograi that eon-

centrates on a systematio

approachto problem solving

ale training summary an

page 46

SeeAtaining.summary on.

Pe4131.45

See training summary on

page 45

rage hourly wage calculated at $18i00 in-eluding 85% tinge at

137

1.37 COLA

..Var 41111111Pv

7-

RISK

High risk

Ed risk

Low tit*

risk

Medium risk

Medium risk
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NEW SUPERVISOR TRAINING = SEVEN (7) WEEKS

The Hourly Supervisor Program has been developed to provide an effective and efficient way to train
supervisors of hourly employes. There are various reasons why improved training has-become an
important issue within the Company. Governmental regulations and strict specifications must be
followed and met by our product. The hourly work force, having become more knowledgeable, educated
and aggressive, has increased pressures on management and supervision.

the objectives of the Hourly Supervisor Program are:

. To provide systematic learning guides which will enable the hourly superviaor to perform
the entry level skills of his/her job correctly and efficiently.

To provide the hourly supervisor experience through which he/she can acquire the necessary
skills to perform the technical and administrative responsibilitien required in his/her
position.

rhe seven (7) week program centers around specific supervisory tasks and need-to-know information
provided through task certification by an instructor supervisor and classroom instruction conducted
by designated functional area representatives.

'irat Week

During the initial phase of the program, the new supervisor will complete a Plant Orientation
and Familiarization. The remainder of the first week of training will be divided between
being on the floor for the beginning and and of the shin -. and attending Functional Area
Presentations. The on-floor training is important here .o help the trainee adjust to the
environment and begin working on Shift Start-Up and Shif- Completion tasks.
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OW SUPERVISOR TRAINING - sEyENJ7) WEEKS
nont'd)

3cond through Fifth Weekb

The trainee will spend the majority of time during theite weeks completing tasks. The trainee
Will complete all the critical tasks and as many of the adminietrative/general tasks as
possible. Also during this period, the trainee Will attend beebiond in Demonatration Modeling
and Job Instructional Training. Demonstration Modeling dealt] With seven typical situations the
trainee will encounter when dealing with hid/her employeS. Job InStructional Training shows
the trainee how to break a job down into elements and how to instruct an employe to do a new Joh.

Lxth and Seventh Weeks

The new supervisor will be assigned to visit another engine plant for production and assembly
familiarization. The trainee will observe experienced, capable supervisors -in various areas
perform their jobs to acquire knowledge and understanding that can be transferred to his/her
job at Dearborn Engine.

In addition to completing the in-plant training phase and other plant visits, all new hourly
supervisors will be scheduled to attend the Hourly Supervisors Institute.
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SELECTION

PRE-SCREENING OF

APPLICANTS

ASSESSMENT THROUGH

MANUFACTURING

SUPERVISOR_ SELECTION
SYSTEM- I

DEARBORN ENGINE PLANT

HOURLY SUPERVISOR IEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

ORIENTATION

SALARIED PERSONNEL
__ ORIENTATION

(PLANT-NEPRESENTATIVEL

V--
_ORIENTATION TO TRAINING

PROCESS (PLANT MGR. VIDEO-

TAPE, 'PLANT TRAINING COORD:

INST. SUPERINTENDENT

PRE=TRAINING

ASSIGNMENT TO TRAINING AREA

INTRODUCTION TO_INSTRUCTOR:
SUPERVISOR, SUPERINTENDENT

TRAINEE SPERM ONE TO TWO

DAYS WITH INSTRUCTOR

SUPERVISOR ON FLOOR

-OBSERVING AREA

TRAINEE_ON=FLOOR

FOR SHIFT

STARTUP

TRAINEE RECEIVES FUNCTIONAL

AREA PRESENTATIONS

TRAINEE COMPLETES

SELF=CHECK QUESTIONS

V
TRAINEE VISITS FUNCTIONAL

AREAS AS APPROPRIATE

MAINEE ON-FLOOR

FOR SHIFT

STARTATP__

COMPLETION

111,
TRAINEE COMPLETES'

THE AMERICAN

IACHINIST TRAINING

PROGRAM

TRAINEE ON
1_4 FOR SHIFT

_COMPIETION

RAINEE OBSERVES INSTRUCTOR

RAINEE VISITS FUNCTIONA

RE RED

TRAINEE

PINISIFZIOrK-

4

AFTER SUCCESSFULLY

COMPLETING: TASK. TRAINEE

CERTIFIED AS COMPETENT IN

TASK BY INSTRUCTOR

SUPERVISOR

INSTRUCTOR/SUPERIN-

TENDENT MONITORS

TRAINEE'S

PERFORMANCE

TRAINEE COMETES
ALL CRITICAL TASKS

__io WITHIN 30 DAYS;

CERTIFIED BY INSTRUC-

,OR SUPV. SUPERINT.
11111111
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Asaifkrtmentft

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE-YOR NEW HOURLY SUPERVISORS

Orientation
Plant Familiarization
Shift Start-up and Completion
Functional Area Presentlitions
Machine Technology = Famdamentals of Machining

Week TWO

Certification on Critical Tasks
Demonstration Modeling
= Introduction
= Situation #1, Meeting the New Employe

Week Three

Certification on Critical Taeks
Demonstration Modeling
- Situation #2, Assigning Work
- Situation #3, Handling a Complaining Employe

Week Four

Certification on Critical Tadkd
Demonstration Modeling
- Situation #4, Correcting Personal-Work Habits

- Situation #5, Discussing Potential Disciplinary Action

-6=
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TEHTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR. NEW HOURLY SUPERVISORS
(Cont'd)

Week Five

Asoignmenta

Certification on Critical Tasks
Demonstration Modeling
= Situation #6, Giving Recognition to an Average Employe

for Performance
= Situation #7, Helping the Employe to Learn the Job
Job Instructional Training 6
Additional Machine Training at Tool and Die Plant 10

Hours to Complete

19

2.5

2.5

Welke Six & Seven

Visit to Other Eilgine Plants

Withinw_Daysot_Aesignment

80

Attend the Hourly Supervisor Institute 4o
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c

F.3 Technical and Indirect Labor Training

(
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TECHNICAL TRAINING

The new and expanded use of advanced .6chnology in the Devrborn

Engine Plant requires extensive training for both salaried and
hourly personnel responsible for set =up,` operation, maintenance

and troubleshooting of equipment. This section is intended to

provide a list of technical training programs, both in use and

planned, designed for the personnel of the Dearborn Engine PIant.

Included is a summary of various training programs presently in

use.

This section is intended to show Vendor /Supplier /In -House Training

Programs -and Dearborn Engine Plant pet Aida vho will require these

various training programs.'
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TECHNICAL-TRAININGPROGRAMS

aeneral Programs

. Fundamentals of the Gasoline Engine

. Transition to Metric

Fluid-Power-Programs

Air Logic
Basic Hydraulics
Basic Pneumatics

I Computer 'Programs

Allen Bradley Programmable Controllers
Cutler Hammer Adjusto -Speed Motors
English Logic
Introduction to Mini-Computers
Modicon Programmable Controller

. Numa-Logic Solid State Controls

. PDP-11 Computer

. Programmable Controller Schematics

. Ramsey Solid State Controls
Relay Logic Troubleshooting
Solid State Electronics
Tandem-16 Computer
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TECHNICAL TRAINING PROGRAMS
(COnt'd)'

'Vendor and Supplier Training Programs

it) Vendor

Arcade Tool Co
AT& T
Barnes
Beach
Bendix
Cincinatti Milicron
Crankshaft Machine

. Cross
Detroit Broach
Eaton Kenway
Eitel Press
Ekman
Ex-cell -o

Tama'
J. N. Farver
Federal Product
Gilman
Gisholt

Impco
Ingersonaan
Hamilton Test Systems
IngersoItaand

Kingebury
Lamb
Landis.

4

Corp .

Equipment

Dial Machine
Cold Test
Drill Machine
Air Test
Gauges
Broach
Turning Machine
Transfer Line
Broach
High Bay Stacker
Straightener
Assembly Equipment
Seat Finisher
Lobe. Systems
Lube Systems
Auto Grader
Assembly Equipment
Balancer
Flusher
Polisher
Hot Test

Assembly Equipmen-t
Grader .

Various Machining Operatioae
Transfer Lind
Grinders
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BCHNICAL-TRAINING PROGRAMS
contid)

. LaSalle

. Mti'tpois

. 'Mattiion

. Micromatic

. Motch & Merryweather

. Nagle
National Acme
Otto burr'

. Oxy4ffital

. Place
Ranahoff

. Shenck
Synder

. Surf Wan
Sys=T-Mation

. Taylor & Gaskin

. Turner Brothers

Electro Arc
. Centri=Spray
. Welduction

Advance Weight Specialists
. Babcock & Wilcox
. Safety Flow

Industrial Metal Fab

NDIRECT LABOR TRAINING PROGRAMS

Inaudtrial Lift. Truck Training Plan

. Final Inspection Gauging Fundamentals
Print Reading (Process Illustrations)

Transfer Line
Gauges
Grinder
Hone
Various Mashing Operations
Assembly Equipment
Cutter.
Washer

Pho te Coster
T ahsfer tine
Washer
Mass Center
Transfer tine
ehemrcal Deburring
Transfer tine
Washer
Assembly Equipment

Tap Disintegrator
Debur & Washer
Induction Hardener
Weight Checker
Broitch

Washer
Transfer Line

i



TRA. NING P-ROGRAM-SUMMARIES

y Logic - The relay logic program has been dayeloped to enable participants to maintain and
bleshoot relay logic systems. The objectives of this program are to assist the participants to:

Identify components and relate the physical object to the symbol.
Interpret relay schematics.
Maintain and troubleshoot relay systems such as the mills and washers on the
cylinder block line.

program will also prepare participants to accept programmable controller training on Modicon and
n Bradley systems.

4'

Electronics This program is primarily designed for maintenance personnel who will service
pment with solid state electronic controls. The program participantd will learn the fundamentals
olid state electronics as well as develop troubleohooting skills to diagnose and correct electronic
ta. The objectives of this program are to enable the participants to:

Identify typical solid state symbols.
Interpret solid state electronic schematic diagrams.
Maintain and troubleshoot equipment with solid state electronic controls such
as the electronic gage systems located on the cylinder block line.

c Hydraulics - The hydraulic program has been developed to qualify Hydraulic Repairmen to maintain
troubleshoot hydraulic systems. The objectives of this program are to enable the participants to:

Identify typical hydraulic components.
Interpret hydraulic circuit operations from schematic diagrams.
Logically troubleshoot a typical hydraulic circuit and determine the component
which is malfunctioning.

Perform teats to determine operating condition of hydraulic components.
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TRAINING PROGRAM SUMMARIES

(atinted)

Basic Pneumatics - The pneumatics program has been developed to qualify pipefitters to maintain and

troubleshoot pneumatic systems. The objectives of thie program are to enable participants to:

Identify typical pneumatic components.

.
Interpret pneumatic circuit operations from schematic diagrams.

. Logically troubleshoot a typical pneumatic circuit and determine which

component is malfunctioning.

Metrics - This training Program provides participants With a view of why industry is beginning to use

metric measurement. Presentation of the simple terms {meter, litre, gram, milli, centi, kilo, Celsius)

most employee will encounter at work is highlighted. ExpItnation of the International System of

Units (S.I.) and how it applies to employes is ale() provided.

Fundamentals ofGasoline Engines = This program covers all of the systems of the basic piston engine,

i5,73argion, compression, exhaust, valve train and camshaft, lubrication, cooling, and crankcase

ventilation. Ignition and carburetion are covered only to the extent necessary to explain functioning

of the total engine system. This presentation also covers typical construction and functioning of

engines used for automotive applications.

Allen - Bradley 1 Basic - An introduction to Allen- Bradley Programmable Controller (P.L.C.) familiarizes

electrical personnel with the concept of controllers and their applications as directed toward in-

dustry. All electrical personnel will complete this program prior to visiting vendor facilities during

the de-bug and tryout period.

Allen- Bradley 2 (Advanced) - An in-depth program will totally familiarize electrical personnel with ,

P.L.C.'d. The participants will learn detailed component descriptions and troubleshooting procedures.

Participants will La exposed to basic programming and troubleshooting utilizing a pRT programming panel.
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RAINING PRIG
dentd)

odicon-I-Osaic) - An introduction to Modicon Programmable Controllers familiarizes electrical

ereonnel with the concept of controllers and their applications as directed toward industry.

11 electrical personnel will complete this program prior to visiting vendor facilities during

he de-bug and tryout period.

Codicon 2 Advancedl - An in-depth program will totally familiarize electrical personnel with pro-

Tammable controllers. The program participants will learn detailed component descriptions,

natallation, mounting procedures and troubleshooting of basic components such as the power supply,

TOCE3880r, and input and output modules. Participants will be exposed to basic programming and

,roubleshooting utilizing the CRT programming panel.

_cgrammabIe Controller Schematics - A program will be developeclthat will enable participants to

mterpret controller schematic diagrams and utilize them as troubleshooting aids. All electrical

rsonneI will be required to complete this program and be certified through the completion of

Tecifically defined tasks.



Flow-Chart_of_lohniioal_Traning.for Electricians

This flow chart describes the sequence of_training program for

electricians assigned to Dearborn Engine Plant.

Program

Pe Of &salons
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Moly loglo

10

10 Mout*/

7 Sours
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